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ICN 1163 | ABN 22 965 382 705
Contact:
Email:

Richard Ah Mat
rahmat@cylc.org.au

The Hon Nigel Scullion MP
Minister for Indigenous Affairs
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet
Dear Minister
It is with pleasure that I present to you the Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation’s
(CYLC) Annual Report for the period 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014.
CYLC continues to build on its proud history of achievements. Every year CYLC staff and Board
Members work on land and sea matters with Traditional Owners and other stakeholders across
Cape York to increase positive outcomes for Aboriginal people. Foremost amongst CYLC’s
activities is effective delivery of Native Title Representative Body statutory functions as provided
under the Native Title Act 1993, and the requirements of your department’s Program Funding
Agreement. The past year has been no exception to this record of performance.
In ongoing partnership with your government, and based on CYLC’s past and future achievements,
I look forward to progressively realising the long held aspirations of the Aboriginal people of Cape
York to regain and enjoy their rights to land and sea so they can preserve their culture and have
increased opportunities to achieve a better future. I submit the CYLC 2013-14 Annual Report for
your consideration.
Yours sincerely,

Richard Ah Mat
Chairperson
Cape York Land Council
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ACRONYMS
ACHA

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld)

ALA

Aboriginal Land Act 1991 (Qld)

Balkanu

Balkanu Cape York Development Corporation

CATSIA

Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006 (Cth.)

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

CYLC

Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation

CYPHA

Cape York Peninsula Heritage Act 2007 (Qld)

CYWR

Cape York Welfare Reform

DOGIT

Deed of Grant in Trust

FaHCSIA

Department of Families, Housing, Community Service and Indigenous Affairs

FAN

Future Act Notice

Ha

Hectares

ILUA

Indigenous Land Use Agreement

LHA

Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders (Land Holding) Act 1985 (Qld)

NTA

Native Title Act 1993 (Cth.)

NNTT

National Native Title Tribunal

NTDA

Native Title Determination Application

NTRB

Native Title Representative Body

NTU

Native Title Unit

ORATSIC
P/T

Office of the Registrar of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Corporations
Part Time

PBC

Prescribed Body Corporate

PFA

Program Funding Agreement

PLO
RNTBC
SLD

Principal Legal Officer
Registered Native Title Body Corporate
State Land Dealings

WCCCA

Western Cape Communities Co-existence Agreement 2001
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REPORT BY CHAIR
The preparation of the CYLC Annual Report provides me with time for
reflection on the year that has passed and contemplation of what is to
come. In looking back at the direction of our travel I ask myself are we
heading towards where the Aboriginal people of Cape York need to go? Will
our trajectory help to materialise the vision of our elders who established
the CYLC, and help to realise the dreams of the current and future
generations?
On reflection I can confidently say that we are on the right track and that CYLC’s movements remain
flexible to provide for the diverse outcomes that we need in this modern future. At the same time
we continue to draw from our traditions to create a unique Aboriginal culture that combines the
best of the old and the new. But we still have a long way to go, we are all still far from where we
need to be, and some people have further to travel than others. CYLC will continue to lead the way
by establishing land arrangements that pave the path of progress for the Aboriginal people of Cape
York.
The big change I’ve witnessed in Aboriginal affairs that’s gained momentum in recent years and
become a focal point this year is the realisation in the hearts and minds of Aboriginal people, and
the understanding across government, that participation in the mainstream economy is the key to
our future success. CYLC supports Noel Pearson’s keen observation that an Aboriginal lifestyle
based largely on welfare and the receipt of government services is poisonous to our progress as a
people. Instead, Cape York’s Aboriginal people must increasingly take responsibility for our own
wellbeing and use the assets that we possess, which are predominantly land, to increase our
participation in economic activity. CYLC must continue to play a big part in supporting this outcome
by increasing the areas of land where Aboriginal people and organisations’ have rights and
interests, and increasing their capacity to use and manage land for economic, social and cultural
purposes.
Of course CYLC cannot create this future on its own and I’m pleased to say that we continue to build
constructive partnerships with governments and other partners who share our commitment and
aspirations. In November 2013 I was honoured with an invitation to be a member of Prime
Minister’s Indigenous Advisory Council, which I gratefully accepted. The Council is chaired by Mr
Warren Mundine, and its members bring a broad range of leadership skills and experience which
will help to achieve real, positive changes in the lives of Aboriginal people. To achieve these positive
changes we will work to ensure that children go to school, adults go to work and that communities
are safe and law abiding. Through these actions we will build reconciliation by assisting people to
participate in the mainstream economy whilst also preserving Aboriginal culture. I look forward to
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ongoing participation in the Indigenous Advisory Council and the outcomes we will achieve in
partnership with the Australian Government.
The past year has also been a time of time of change for Native Title Representative Bodies across
Australia, such as the CYLC, following a review of Native Title Organisations by the Australian
Government. The review highlighted the need for the continuation and acceleration of native title
claims, and importantly, it also highlighted the need for strong native title holding bodies after
native title has been determined. I’m pleased to say that CYLC has anticipated this need and has
had a Registered Native Title Body Corporate Support Unit (“the PBC Support Unit”) established for
several years which assists PBCs to remain compliant with all their corporate governance
requirements, and builds their capacity to manage the land they hold for the benefit of their people.
The past year also saw the registration of a new PBC for Cape York following the successful
determination of native title under the Northern Cape York #2 native title claim. CYLC welcomes
the Mokwiri Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC and look forward to working with Mokwiri to assist it to
provide benefits to the Anathangayth, Thanakwithi, Yupangathi, Tjungundji, Taepathigi and
Mbakwithi native title holders of the north-west area of Cape York. CYLC will continue to pursue
native title claims across the undetermined areas of Cape York and I look forward to welcoming
new native title and land rights holding organisations in the coming years.
I see a bright future for the Aboriginal people of Cape York if we maintain our commitment to
breaking free of welfare dependence and sustaining this freedom by using our land assets to
provide for our needs. The role for CYLC in this future is to help pave the path to freedom by
continuing to pursue rights and interests in land through accelerating native title claims and land
rights transfers, and then assisting land holding organisations to use and manage land to provide
economic, social and cultural benefits for the Aboriginal people of Cape York. I believe we’re on
the right track to achieve this future and that Cape York is leading the way with the actions and
reforms necessary to achieve this vision that is increasingly shared by all Australians.

Photo 1 – NCY#2 Determination in Weipa
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REPORT BY CEO

Now in its twenty third year the Cape York Land Council continues to
operate true to the guiding vision of its founding Elders. Over two decades
the committed efforts of many Traditional Owners, Board Members and
staff have accumulated and continue to empower CYLC to consolidate
rights and interests in land for Cape York’s Aboriginal people. These rights
and interests in land are the foundation for the social, cultural and
economic advancement of Cape York’s Aboriginal people - the realisation
of the Elders’ dreams.

Sadly, many of the founding Elders have left us but their legacy still guides
CYLC’s operations, and the commitment to achieving rights and interests
in land for their descendants continues unabated. The Elders’ legacy has
inspired the next generation too since I now see a youthful presence in attendance at meetings
standing up for their rights, and then taking on the roles and responsibilities of land custodians and
community leaders as their rights are realised.
In partnership with generations past and present CYLC has advanced Cape York Aboriginal peoples’
interest by supporting their self-determination, providing a representative voice, being transparent
and accountable, maintaining culture and creating new opportunities by consolidating land rights
and interests in the form of native title and statutory tenure, and influencing land law and policy to
ensure the best outcome for Aboriginal land holders. Over the 2013 – 14 financial year CYLC
continued this proud tradition.
Preserving and recognising the native title rights of Traditional Owners remained the highest
priority for CYLC. In late 2012 CYLC was re-recognised as a Native Title Representative Body (NTRB),
and this provides certainty for CYLC to pursue native title determinations and support native title
holders until at least June 2015. Over 2013 - 14 CYLC continued to work with Traditional Owners
on the Northern Cape York #2 native title determination application, and on 20 June 2014 native
title was determined to exist in the entire determination area. This was another great outcome
that was driven by CYLC’s Senior Legal Officer Mr John Reeve and warmly welcomed by the
Traditional Owners of land from Weipa to Mapoon.
As native title determinations are made and Registered Native Title Bodies Corporate (RNTBCs)
established the next challenge for CYLC is to support RNTBCs to use and enjoy their native title
rights to provide benefits to the native title holders they represent. The evolution of CYLC from its
original NTRB capacity, primarily concerned with the legal processes of native title determinations,
into an organisation that also assists with the practical assertion of native title rights and the
derivation of benefit from those rights represents a pioneering area of growth in operations at
CYLC.
CYLC was fortunate to have had Principal Legal Officer Mr Adam McLean complete his first full year
leading the Native Title Unit, and major progress in native title determination applications is
planned for the coming year. CYLC also continued to build capacity to deliver support to RNTBCs
so they could derive benefit from previous native title determinations and this operation was ably
lead by my Deputy CEO Ms Kirstyne Broderick and the Prescribed Body Corporate Unit Manager Mr
Jim Davis. CYLC’s complementary dual capacities to support native title determinations and then
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support the enjoyment of those rights provide major planks in achieving the objective of social,
cultural and economic advancement for Cape York’s Aboriginal people.
CYLC also provided support for other legal matters that affect the interests of Cape York’s Aboriginal
people and was involved in the successful Federal Court challenge to the Archer, Stewart and
Lockhart Rivers Wild Rivers declarations. These declarations by the Queensland Government were
found to be invalid by Justice Greenwood on 17 June 2014. This decision was a great win for
Traditional Owners against the unjust declarations of the previous Queensland Government.
Providing services to Traditional Owners whose native title rights would be affected by future acts,
particularly those affected by mineral exploration, is a key priority for CYLC. There is growing
interest in Cape York’s mineral resources, from the bauxite rich west coast to the white silica sands
of Cape Flattery in the east, and whilst this presents opportunities for Traditional Owners it also
presents threats. CYLC’s Future Acts Unit has worked hard to provide advice to Traditional Owners
about their rights to negotiate with mining proponents and support them to be better informed
and strike better deals to protect their native title and be compensated for impacts.
CYLC has also been busy fulfilling its agreement making function. CYLC supported the Hope Vale
Congress Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC in negotiation of Body Corporate ILUAs for the grant of
leases for social housing and rural purposes. These ILUAs are hopefully the first of many such
agreements that will form the synergistic link between Aboriginal people’s native title rights and
their land tenure rights and enable the use of Aboriginal land for economic development and other
purposes. In an even more ambitious move CYLC has entered into contracts to negotiate ILUAs
which will provide simplified processes and compensation formulas for a wide range of
developments within Aboriginal towns on Cape York. These ILUAs will recognise and protect the
native title rights of Traditional Owners and also facilitate the social, cultural and economic
advancement of Cape York’s Aboriginal people. I believe these ILUAs will be key to unlocking the
entrepreneurial potential of Cape York’s Aboriginal people and their land, and will play a major part
in assisting people to enter the economic mainstream and rise above welfare dependence.
In addition to consolidating native title rights and interests CYLC remains committed to securing
tenured land since Aboriginal freehold and other tenured lands provide Cape York’s Aboriginal
people with real estate and broad ranging land use rights. In partnership with Balkanu Cape York
Development Corporation we share our legal expertise and other resources to ensure the transfer
of land to Traditional Owners under the best possible arrangements. This year, through the State
Lands Dealings process, CYLC assisted with the transfer of over 350,000 hectares of Seven National
Parks land to the Buubu Gujin Aboriginal Corporation. CYLC also assisted with Aboriginal Land Act
transfers for land around Aurukun and Napranum to the Traditional Owner groups for these areas.
CYLC entered into an alliance with other Queensland NTRBs during the year. Under this alliance the
NTRB Chairs, CEOs, PLOs and other staff meet every three months, or as required, to share
information on supporting RNTBCs, responding to future acts, address proposed reforms to
legislation, and other issues of common interest. The alliance also meets with Ministers and
bureaucrats to present a united front on key issues. CYLC also meets regularly with the North
Queensland Land Council (NQLC), Carpentaria Land Council and the Torres Strait Regional Authority
(TSRA) to discuss issues of common interest and cross-boundary issues, and has negotiated
boundary agreements with NQLC and TSRA.
CYLC also continues to work in partnership with Balkanu and the Cape York Institute for Policy and
Leadership to engage in reforms to legislation and policy to ensure that the interests of Aboriginal
people are protected and promoted, and to also take a proactive role in lobbying governments to
implement reforms that Cape York organisations have identified as being necessary. The Strategic
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Outcomes Unit leads this work within CYLC and has been influential in changing laws and policies
to achieve benefits for Aboriginal people. I want to also extend my sincere gratitude to the CYLC
Chair and Board for their relentless efforts and tireless campaigning for change to the native title
system.
To effectively manage this broad range of functions and issues requires a strategic approach from
the CYLC Board of Directors and operational staff, and we are guided on this by the CYLC Strategic
Plan. The last strategic plan was for the period 2004-2007, so this year CYLC embarked on the
preparation of a new strategic plan to reinvigorate the strategic vision. The new strategic plan will
serve to guide CYLC’s day-to-day management and serve as an aspirational document to chart our
course over the next three to five years. In tandem with the Strategic Plan CYLC is also in the process
of completing a Business Risk assessment.
Ongoing delivery of CYLC’s broad ranging functions depends upon good governance, human
resource management and financial accountability. CYLC strives to excel in these areas so that
service delivery is optimal. CYLC’s financial management continues to be transparent and
accountable and for the seventh successive year an unqualified audit report was received.
Most importantly, our service delivery depends upon our human resources. CYLC’s governance
continues to be provided by the Board of Directors and, as always, the Board has been very active
in meeting and setting strategic directions for operational implementation. CYLC has a full
complement of operational staff and their competence and commitment to the cause, whether
they work in law, administration, policy, management, finance or any other role, is exemplary and
I express my ongoing thanks to all the staff for their ongoing efforts. CYLC also receives support
from external partners including Westpac, KPMG, QBE and the Australian Government, and from
secondees provided to us (and through us to our Cape communities) from Jawun Indigenous
Corporate Partners, and secondees from Aurora who provide good support to our legal and
anthropological staff.
Finally, but certainly not least, I want to thank our Elders, Traditional Owners, Chairman Richie Ah
Mat and the Board, and the Aboriginal people of Cape York for their cooperative spirit, their respect
for all that those who have come before them, and their desire to work towards a better day for all
those who will come after them.

Photo 2 - Art and culture – Bouchat Totem Poles
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YLC OVERVIEW

Figure 1 - CYLC NTRB Boundary Map showing determined, claimed and unclaimed areas
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BACKGROUND
The idea of a Cape York land council was resolved at the Cape York Land Summit and galvanised
with the planting of the Aboriginal flag on a beach at Lockhart River in November 1990. Cape York
elders invested their personal resources to establish the Cape York Land Council (CYLC) to ensure
Cape York’s Aboriginal people have a strong voice to represent them for all matters relating to their
traditional land and sea.
The original Charter of CYLC identified a number of objectives including:
• Providing a vehicle for self-determination for the Aboriginal peoples of Cape York;
• Providing a representative voice for the Aboriginal peoples of Cape York in relation to land
issues;
• Respecting and recognising land rights and responsibilities of Traditional Owners of land in
Cape York;
• Transparency and accountability to Government and Traditional Owners and partners;
• Respecting the culture of the Aboriginal peoples of Cape York Peninsula; and
• Providing opportunities for Cape York people to acquire management skills appropriate to
the needs of their communities.
CYLC’s Mission Statement, as set down by elders who have now left us but whose vision remains
amongst those who continue to fight to ensure that the objectives of the CYLC Charter are achieved,
is to:

“Consult with, and according to their directions, effectively
represent the Aboriginal peoples of Cape York to regain
rights to land and sea so we can preserve our culture and
make our own decisions to achieve a better future.”

Photo 3 - Flag raising at Lockhart River
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CYLC was recognised as the Native Title Representative Body (NTRB) for the Cooktown region by
the Commonwealth Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs in 1993. Since that
time, CYLC has undergone numerous operational and re-recognition reviews, and is currently
recognised as the NTRB for the Cape York Representative Area until 30 June 2015.
CYLC is now recognised as a key link in a network of specialist community-based organisations
representing the interests of the Aboriginal peoples of Cape York, focusing on achieving timely and
meaningful outcomes for constituents on land and Native Title matters within the region.

REPRESENTATIVE AREA
Figure 1 shows land and sea country included within CYLC’s Representative Area (noting that sea
country extends further east than shown).

FUNCTIONS
CYLC undertakes statutory functions, as required under the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) (NTA), to
fulfil its role as the Cape York NTRB. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitation and assistance functions (s203BB);
Certification functions (s203BE);
Dispute resolution functions (s203BF);
Notification functions (s203BG);
Agreement-making functions (s203BH);
Internal review functions (s203BI); and
Other functions (s203BJ and s203AI).

CYLC has also established a Prescribed Body Corporate (PBC) Support Unit to provide support
services to PBCs and Registered Native Title Bodies Corporate (RNTBCs) so that native title
claimants and holders have legally compliant and capable organisations to represent their interests
and achieve benefits from native title.
In addition to the statutory functions of a NTRB, CYLC also performs broader Land Council functions
including:
• responding to the implementation of Queensland legislation which affects native title
interests including the Aboriginal Land Act 1991 (Qld) (ALA), Aborigines and Torres Strait
Islanders (Land Holding) Act 1985 (Qld) (LHA), Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld)
(ACHA), Cape York Peninsula Heritage Act 2007 (Qld) (CYPHA);
• participation in policy reviews and legislative amendment processes which affect native
title and Aboriginal interests;
• participation in policy implementation such as the Cape York Welfare Reform (CYWR)
agenda;
• participation in cultural heritage mapping and protection;
• participation in land use planning and management;
• providing a centralised, secure repository for anthropological research and genealogies;
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•
•
•
•

providing a secure repository for backup copies of important documents such as PBC legal
documents;
involvement in resolving land administration and land tenure issues on Aboriginal land;
promoting home ownership and economic development on Aboriginal land; and
promoting economic development and healthier living.

Whilst performing its functions the CYLC operates in compliance with the guidelines of the Program
Funding Agreement (PFA) and the requirements of the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander) Act 2006 (Cth.) (CATSIA). To balance competing priorities and demands on resources CYLC
remains cognisant that its ultimate priority, consistent with NTA s203B(4), must be the protection
of native title holders’ interests. CYLC performs all its functions to achieve this crucial outcome.

Photo 4 – The most Northern part of Cape York
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ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

Figure 2 - CYLC Organisational Structure
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EPORT ON PERFORMANCE

NATIVE TITLE UNIT
CYLC’s Native Title Unit (NTU) provides legal and anthropological services to support native title
determination applications (NTDAs), the negotiation of agreements, and fulfilment of other NTA
responsibilities. The NTU also supports the State Land Dealings and National Park Transfer
programs.
These services are provided within the context of the regional research strategy adopted by CYLC
in 2009 which identified six regions within the CYLC Representative Area. The regional approach
assists CYLC to potentially consolidate claims, resolve overlaps and inter/intra-Indigenous disputes,
mediate with the State on connection reports and, when other parties agree, reduce the volume of
research and negotiation required for consent determinations and other tenure outcomes.
The six Cape York regional research areas are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

North Cape,
North East Cape,
South East Cape,
Central Cape,
Kowanyama; and
Wik & Wik Way.

Figure 3 shows the regions within CYLC’s Representative Area.

Photo 5 – Bloomfield Crossing
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Figure 3 - Cape York Research Regions
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Native Title Determination Applications and Regional Research Strategy
Over 2013-14 the NTU commissioned anthropological research as necessary and provided legal
services to manage the NTDAs shown in Table 1.
No

Federal Court
File Number

1.

QUD157/11

Northern Cape York Group #1

North Cape

Progressing - Scheduled for
Determination Decision on
30/10/14

2.

QUD156/11

Northern Cape York Group #2

North Cape

Determination Decision on
20/06/14

3.

QUD269/08

Gudang Yadhaykenu People

North Cape

Progressing

4.

QUD6022/02

Wuthathi People #2

North East Cape

Progressing

5.

QUD6023/02

Wuthathi, Kuuku Ya’u & Northern
Kaanju Peoples (Bromley)

North East Cape

Progressing

6.

QUD6152/98

Northern Kaanju & Yianh People

North East Cape

Discontinued

7.

QUD20/11

Northern Kaanju People

North East Cape

Discontinued

8.

QUD6014/99

Juunyjuwarra People

South East Cape

Discontinued

9.

QUD352/06

Archer Point People

South East Cape

Discontinued

10.

QUD6008/03

Olkola People

Central Cape

Discontinued

11.

QUD6009/03

Olkola & Thaypan People

Central Cape

Discontinued

12.

QUD6010/03

Olkola/Fairlight People

Central Cape

Discontinued

13.

QUD6012/03

Ayaputhu & Olkola People

Central Cape

Discontinued

14.

QUD6013/03

Olkola/Strathleven/King Junction

Central Cape

Discontinued

15.

QUD1/05

Olkola # 2

Central Cape

Discontinued

16.

QUD282/12

Kowanyama People #2

Kowanyama

Determined

17.

QUD6119/98

Kowanyama People (Part D)

Kowanyama

Progressing

Federal Court File Name

Research Region

Status

Table 1 - NTDA Status
North Cape
A number of NTDAs were filed in the North Cape region around the time of the Western Cape
Communities Co-existence Agreement (WCCCA). Claim overlap issues were resolved during 2010 2011 as part of the regional research process, which resulted in NTDAs being rationalised. The five
NTDAs in the North Cape region were:
•

Northern Cape York Group #1 (QUD157/11) consisting of three groups: Seven Rivers
Angamuthi, Atambaya and Gudang Yadhaykenu. This NTDA was filed on 01 July 2011, then
an amended NTDA was filed on 20 December 2011 to excise the Ankamuthi People
(QUD6158/98) claim area (to resolve overlap issues), and entered onto the NNTT Register of
Claims on 1 March 2012. A small number of outstanding issues are being resolved ahead of
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a proposed consent determination to be handed down by the Federal Court on 30 October
2014.
•

Northern Cape York Group #2 (QUD156/11) consisting of six groups: Anathangayth,
Thanakwithi, Yupangathi, Tjungundji, Taepathigi and Mbakwithi. This NTDA was filed on 1
July 2011 and entered onto the NNTT Register of Claims on 19 December 2011. A consent
determination was handed down by the Federal Court on 20 June 2014 and will take effect
on the registration of three ILUAs.

Photo 6 – NCY#2 Determination

•

Gudang Yadhaykenu People Sea Claim (QUD269/08). This NTDA was filed in September
2008 and entered on the NNTT Register of Claims on 3 March 2009. Further anthropological
research was conducted this year and is to continue until the end of 2014. The research will
result in a Connection report, as well as assist in the mediation process, so that the claim can
proceed to a consent determination. The research is also intended to assist in the
formulation of new NTDAs in the region.

•

Ankamuthi People (QUD6158/98) filed on 30 September 1998 where the Applicant is not
represented by CYLC. An authorisation meeting has been held to authorise expansion of the
claim group to remove deceased named applicants and add additional named applicants.
CYLC has funded this process and provision of independent legal advice.

•

Ankamuthi People #2 (QUD392/14) was authorised in March 2014 at a meeting funded by
CYLC. This new claim will be filed in July 2014. It covers an area of overlap with the WCCCA
which was excised from the Northern Cape York Group # 1 claim. This new Ankamuthi claim
will proceed together with the amended Ankamuthi claim QUD6158/98.

Anthropological shortcomings and Federal Court pressure led to the Weipa Peninsula People
(QUD6009/02) NTDA, filed on 14 March 2002, being discontinued on 19 December 2012 after an
immense amount of work on tenure resolution, although this tenure work was still beneficial and
worthwhile. Further research is required to progress a claim for this and surrounding areas.
North East Cape
There were two NTDAs either wholly or mainly within in the North East Cape region:
•

Wuthathi #2 (QUD6022/02). This NTDA was filed in 2002 and entered on the NNTT Register
of Claims in February 2003. In May 2013 CYLC held a successful meeting with the claim group
in Injinoo to resolve Indigenous respondent issues. Following further negotiation with the
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State and other parties this claim is now proceeding toward a consent determination in
December 2014.
•

Wuthathi, Kuuku Ya’u and Northern Kaanju (Bromley QUD6023/02). This NTDA was filed
in 2002, and entered on the NNTT Register of Claims on 29 May 2003. A Connection Report
was provided to the State in 2006. Following negotiations with the State about the relevant
society for the three groups a Revised Connection Report was provided in 2008.
Negotiations for this claim were delayed as a result of the Wuthathi Indigenous issues, the
Batavia State Land Dealings process, and the regional research strategy adopted by CYLC in
2009. A meeting was convened with claim group representatives in May 2013, and
instructions obtained to re-commence negotiations with the State. The claim is now
proceeding towards a consent determination, anticipated for December 2014.

•

Northern Kaanju and Yianh People (QUD6152/98). This NTDA was discontinued on 28
March 2013 to allow further anthropological research.

•

Northern Kaanju (QUD20/2011). This NTDA was discontinued on 28 March 2013 to allow
further anthropological research.

Desk top anthropological research has now been completed for the North East Cape region. This
research will aid in the identification of cultural blocs and regional societies which will guide the
lodgement of further NTDAs. The research already undertaken will also be incorporated into
Connection Reports following the lodgement of NTDAs in 2014 - 15.
South East Cape
There were two NTDAs in the South East Cape region:
•

Juunyjuwarra People (QUD6014/99). This NTDA was lodged in March 1999 in response to a
mining lease application in the Munburra Resources Reserve. Successful State Land Dealings
and mining agreements enabled CYLC to obtain instructions for this NTDA to be discontinued.
The NTDA was discontinued on 28 August 2013.

•

Archer Point (QUD352/06). This NTDA was lodged in September 2006 following successful
SLD negotiations which resulted in the creation of Aboriginal freehold, national park and
reserve tenures. The NTDA area was reduced following State Land Dealing negotiations for
two allotments of Unallocated State Land on the coast, which are now the subject of ongoing
negotiations between the claim group and Cook Shire Council in which the claim group is
supported by private lawyers. The NTDA was discontinued on 5 March 2014.

CYLC also assisted the Eastern Kuku Yalanji people to lodge a party application asserting native title
interests in the northern part of a native title claim lodged by the Yirrganydji People. CYLC attended
the first directions hearing in the Federal Court, and then liaised with North Queensland Land
Council to take over legal representation for Yalanji, since the claim is within the NQLC
representative area.
Anthropological research is underway within the South East Cape region and the north-western
boundary area. A Claims Option report identifying specific cultural blocs and regional societies was
commissioned in December 2013. This research aided in the lodgement of new NTDAs in this region
and will be incorporated into a Connection Report completed in March 2014.
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Central Cape
There were six NTDAs in the Central Cape York region:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Olkola People (QUD6008/03);
Olkola and Thaypan Peoples (QUD6009/03);
Olkola / Fairlight (QUD6010/03);
Ayapathu and Olkola Peoples (QUD6012/03).
Olkola / Strathleven / King Junction (QUD6013/03); and
Olkola People #2 (QUD1/05).

These NTDAs were all filed with the Federal Court in 2003 and 2004 in response to Future Act
Notices pursuant to s29 NTA. The six claims have now been discontinued. Olkola People NTDA was
discontinued on 18 March 2014; Ayapathu and Olkola Peoples NTDA was discontinued on 18 March
2014; Olkola and Thaypan Peoples NTDA was discontinued on 28 August 2013; Olkola / Fairlight
NTDA was discontinued on 28 August 2013; Olkola / Strathleven / King Junction NTDA was
discontinued on 28 August 2014; and Olkola People #2 was discontinued on 28 August 2014.
On 20 February 2014 an authorisation meeting was held to authorise the Central Cape Western
Waters (‘CCWW’) NTDA, the claim area of which includes all or part of all of the six discontinued
NTDAs. An anthropologist has been contracted to complete research in the claim area and provide
a draft connection report.
Kowanyama
There was one NTDA in the Kowanyama region:
•

Kowanyama People (QUD6119/98). This NTDA was filed on 25 March 1997 and entered on
the Register of Native Title Claims on 24 December 2001. In October 2009 the claim was
separated into three areas known as Part A, Part B and Part C. On 22 October 2009 a Consent
Determination was made in relation to Part A (the bulk of the Deed of Grant in Trust (DOGIT)
area, excluding the town area, and a small intertidal zone). On 5 December 2012 a Consent
Determination was made in relation to Part B (pastoral properties) and Part C (the
Kowanyama Township), but excluding a new Part D (a small area to the south of the Staaten
River where the Kurtijar People assert an interest).

Significantly, the determination of native title made on 5 December 2012 included a right to “live
and camp on the area, and for those purposes erect shelters and other structures on the area”.
This is the first time such a right has been expressly recognised for a non-exclusive determination
of native title made in respect of a pastoral lease in Queensland.
On 1 August 2013 a meeting was held at Kowanyama which sought authority to combine the
separate Kowanyama claims as well as address issues which prevented registration of the claim in
2013.
On 4 December 2013 an application was filed to combine all Kowanyama matters, and on 5
December 2013 orders were made combining Kowanyama #2 (QUD282/12) and Kowanyama #3
(QUD743/2013) with Kowanyama People as the head application. On 7 April 2014 the amended
application passed the registration test pursuant to s190A of the NTA. Subsequently, CYLC provided
the State with sufficient affidavit material to allow extinguishment to be disregarded for the
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purposes of section 47A and the Kowanyama Peoples claim for exclusive native title over Errk
Oykangand National Park to be accepted.
Part D is scheduled for a consent determination to be held in late 2014.
Pormpuraaw
A senior anthropologist provided a report earlier this year that canvassed native title claim options
over the Pormpuraaw DOGIT. It is anticipated that the Pormpuraaw DOGIT will be included within
the external boundaries of the proposed ‘One Claim’ native title determination application due to
be filed later this year.
Wik and Wik Way
The Wik and Wik Way People’s native title claims and determinations are historically significant.
On 30 June 1993, the Wik Peoples supported by CYLC commenced proceedings in the Federal Court
of Australia seeking, among other things, a declaration that they held, in accordance with the
principles established in the Mabo case, Aboriginal title and possessory title over approximately
28,000 square kilometres of traditional land and waters. These proceedings were eventually
adjourned to enable the matter to proceed as an application for a determination of native title
under the provisions of the new Native Title Act of 1993. Significant aspects were litigated by the
Wik Peoples, including a successful appeal to the High Court which held by majority in 1996 that
the grant of a pastoral lease under Queensland legislation did not necessarily extinguish all the
native title rights and interests of the Wik Peoples.
Determinations of native title rights in the Wik and Wik Way Peoples were made on 3 October 2000,
13 October 2004, 29 July 2009 and 11 October 2012. The final determination brought to a
conclusion the determination of the native title rights and interests for the Wik and Wik Way
Peoples some 20 years after they first commenced their formal assertion of common law native
title rights and interests. CYLC provided funding, support and assistance to Mr Philip Hunter, the
legal representative for the Wik Peoples, throughout the 20 years concerned.
All native title determinations in the CYLC representative area since the NTA was introduced are
shown in Table 3.

Indigenous Land Use Agreements
During 2013-14 CYLC was involved in the registration of three Indigenous Land Use Agreements
(ILUAs), as shown in Table 2.
Registration
Date

Indigenous Land Use Agreements

16 June 2014

Hope Vale Aboriginal Corporation – Social Housing ILUA

16 June 2014

Hope Vale Congress Body Corporate ILUA – Blockholder leases

4 March 2014

Western Yalanji People and Ergon Energy ILUA

Table 2 - ILUAs registered with the National Native Title Tribunal during 2013-14
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No

Short name

Case Name

Date of
Determination

Dates of Effect

Outcome

Legal Process

Federal Court No

Tribunal No

Determination Status

1

Hopevale

Deeral v Charlie

08.12.1997

08.12.1997

Native Title exists in parts
of the Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD174/97

QC96/15

Fully Determined

2

Wik & Wik-Way
Peoples

Wik People v Queensland

03.10.2000

03.10.2000

Native Title Exists in the
entire Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD6001/98

QC94/3

Fully Determined

Wik People v State of
Queensland

13.10.2004

24.03.2005

Native Title Exists in the
entire Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD6001/98

QC94/3

Partially Determined

Wik People v State of
Queensland

13.10.2004

24.03.2005

Native Title Exists in the
entire Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD6001/98

QC94/3

Partially Determined

26.07.2007

26.07.2007

Native Title Exists in the
entire Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD6005/2003

QC03/5

Fully Determined

09.12.2007

09.12.2007

Native Title Exists in the
entire Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD6008/1998

QC94/13

Fully Determined

3
4

Wik & Wik-Way
Native Title
Determination No 2
Wik & Wik-Way
Native Title
Determination No 3

Timothy James Malachi on
behalf of the Strathgordon
Mob v State of Queensland
Walker on behalf of the
Eastern Kuku Yalanji People
vs State of Queensland

5

Strathgordon Mob

6

Eastern Kuku Yalanji
People

7

Kuuku Ya'u

Kuuku Ya'u People v State of
Queensland

25.06.2009

16.11.2009

Native Title Exists in the
entire Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD6016/1998

QC99/38

Fully Determined

8

Kowanyama People

Kowanyama People v State
of Queensland

22.10.2009

22.10.2009

Native Title Exists in the
entire Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD6119/1998

QC97/9

Partially determined

9

Wik & Wik-Way
Native Title
Determination No 4

Wik People v State of
Queensland

11.10.2012

08.02.2013

Native Title Exists in the
entire Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD6001/98

QC94/3

Fully Determined

10

Kowanyama People
Part B

05.12.2012

05.12.2012

Native Title exists in parts
of the Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD6119/1998

QC1997/009

Fully Determined

11

Kowanyama People
Part C

05.12.2012

05.06.2013

Native Title Exists in the
entire Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD6119/1998

QC1997/009

Fully Determined

12

Northern Cape York
No 2

20.06.2014

TBC

Native Title Exists in the
entire Determination area

Consent
Determination

QUD156/2011

QCD2014/011

Fully Determined

Greenwool & Ors on behalf
of the Kowanyama People v
State of Queensland
Greenwool & Ors on behalf
of the Kowanyama People v
State of Queensland
Coconut v State of
Queensland

Table 3 – Cape York NTRB region Native Title Determinations
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Other Legal Actions
Nona v The Hon Andrew Powell, Minister for Environment and Heritage [2013] QPEC 46
On 14 December 2012, the Steve Irwin Wildlife Reserve Nature Refuge was declared as a nature
refuge pursuant to the Nature Conservation Act 1992 (Qld) over the Bertiehaugh Pastoral lease.
On behalf of members of the Atambaya People, CYLC initiated proceedings in the Planning and
Environment Court on 13 February 2013 seeking a declaration that the creation of the nature
refuge was invalid.
The proceedings came on for hearing before Everson DCJ on 11 September 2013. Ultimately, the
only issue for the Court to decide was whether the Minister had followed the correct procedure
in declaring the nature refuge. CYLC criticised the “proposed management intent” notified by the
Minister prior to the declaration as being vague, merely a recitation of the words of the statute,
and providing no guidance “on the ground” about how the land would be managed.
The Court delivered its judgment on 19 September 2013 rejecting CYLC’s argument. The Court
found that it does not follow under the Nature Conservation Act 1992 (Qld) that the declaration
of a nature refuge is invalid merely because a statement of “proposed management intent” is
inadequate. Presumably, this would include a total failure to provide a statement of “proposed
management intent”.
CYLC believes the provisions of the Nature Conservation Act 1992 (Qld) around the creation of
nature refuges are inadequate to protect the interests of traditional owners, and intend to pursue
the issue as a matter of law reform.
Koowarta and Ors v State of Qld and Anor (QUD397/2010)
On 3 April 2009, the Governor in Council purported to approve the declarations pursuant to the
Wild Rivers Act 2005 (Qld) over the Archer Basin, Lockhart Basin and Stewart Basin. In June 2010,
on behalf of member of the Wik People, Umpila People, and Lama People, CYLC initiated
proceedings in the High Court to challenge the validity of the declarations. During 2012 – 13 CYLC
made preparations for the trial through judicial review proceedings in the Federal Court in
Brisbane.
The Koowarta v State of Queensland [2014] FCA 627 trial was conducted in Brisbane between 14 October 2013 before Justice Greenwood in the Federal Court. Greenwood J delivered his
decision on 17 June 2014, and found that Minister Robertson’s purported making of the three
declarations on 31 March 2009 was ineffective, with the result that the consequent approvals of
those declarations by the Governor in Council were also ineffective.
Accordingly, Greenwood J made the following declaration:
The approval of the Archer Basin Wild River Declaration 2009 (Qld), the Lockhart Basin Wild
River Declaration 2009 (Qld) and the Stewart Basin Wild River Declaration 2009 (Qld) by the
Governor-in-Council on 2 April 2009, the subject of the gazettal notice of 3 April 2009, is
invalid and of no effect.
The judgement to invalidate the Wild Rivers declarations was a very positive outcome and
welcomed by the Traditional Owners of these areas.
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State Land Dealings & National Park Transfers Unit
During 2013-14 CYLC continued its role in support of the State Land Dealing and National Park
Transfers programs, which are administered by Balkanu Cape York Development Corporation as
Queensland State Government funded projects. These projects involve the resolution of tenure on
a number of pastoral and national park properties in the Cape York region through the negotiation
of ILUAs. CYLC lawyers and Balkanu staff facilitate the participation of native title parties in
negotiations with the Queensland Government’s Cape York Tenure Resolution Branch. CYLC clients
seek to negotiate ILUAs with the State which deliver land under secure tenure with economic
development opportunities and the protection of areas with high cultural and environmental
values.
One transfer proceeded under the program in 2013 – 14 following the authorisation of an ILUA by
the relevant native title groups. In November 2013 the Seven National Parks Dealing resulted in
the conversion of existing State owned National Parks to Cape York Peninsula Aboriginal Land
National Parks, with 172,914.5 hectares handed over to the Cape Melville, Flinders and Howick
Islands Aboriginal Corporation, and 181,886.5 hectares handed over to the Buubu Gujin Aboriginal
Corporation, totalling 354,801 hectares for the dealing.

Photo 7 – Minister Powell with Cape Melville Traditional Owners: Clarence Flinders, Regan Hart and Iris Michael at
Seven National Parks Handover on 27 November 2013 in Cooktown

Registration Date

Indigenous Land Use Agreement

ILUA Type

6 June 2014

Seven National Parks Bama-Bi Bubu ILUA

Area

Table 4 - ILUAs registered with the NNTT under the SLD and National Park Transfers Program
2013-14

Aboriginal Freehold Overview
Aboriginal freehold provides wider community economic benefits through eco-tourism, grazing,
landscape beauty and recreation. Table 5 provides a summary of Aboriginal Freehold hand-backs
under the State Land Dealings and National Park Transfers programs since 2000. A total of
2,869,786 ha of land has been transferred (both as joint-managed national park and as
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commercially useable Aboriginal freehold). To provide context, the area transferred to date equates
to over 19% of Cape York and an area greater than ten times the size of the Australian Capital
Territory.
Subject to ongoing funding by the State Government, Balkanu and CYLC will continue working in
partnership with Traditional Owners to secure the transfer of further Aboriginal Freehold land in
coming years.
Another outcome of the State Land Dealing and National Park Transfers programs has been the
creation of 181,940 ha of Nature Refuges. Table 5 also provides a summary of Nature Refuges
created since 2000.
Figure 4 shows a map of completed State Land Dealings and National Park Transfers.
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Property

Date

Starke

Finalised 2000

Silver Plains and
McIllwraith / Mt Croll

Aboriginal Freehold
(ha)

Jointly managed
National Park (ha)

Nature Refuge (ha)

Total area (ha)

84,000

101,000

185,000

2000
August 2008

216,000

158,000

374,000

Marina Plains

August 2005

950

5,850

950

7,750

Kalpowar

December 2005

192,800

200,000

50,000

442,800

Archer Point

August 2006

1,700

8,000

560

10,260

Melsonby (Gaarraay)

November 2006

10,700

9,000

3,600

23,300

Running Creek and Lilyvale

July 2008

75,000

35,000

45,000

155,000

Mitchell Alice River (Errk Oykangand)

October 2009

Cliff Island (Marpa)

37,100

37,100

April 2010

48

48

Mulkay (Alwal NP)

May 2010

42,510

42,510

Kalinga

May 2010

Kalinga / Mulkay

May 2010

Marina Plains (Rindoparr)

June 2010

Munburra

March 2011

Rinyirru (Lakefield NP)

June 2011

538,000

538,000

Kutini-Payamu (Iron Range NP)

July 2011

53,306

53,306

Portland Roads surrounds and areas excised
from Iron Range NP

July 2011

Oyala Thumotang NP

May 2012

Archer Bend surrounds excised from Munkan
Kandju NP

May 2012

Batavia

November 2012

Seven National Parks

November 2013

37,170

37,170
2,673
70

70

6,698

6,698

3,449

3,449

381,560

381,560

75,074

75,074
185,963

56,037

79,157

889,574

Table 5 - SLD total land transferred
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321,157
354,801

354,801

Total area (ha)

2,673

181,940

3,051,726
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Figure 4 - Map showing completed and pending Cape York SLDs & National Park Transfers
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS UNIT
CYLC’s Community Relations Unit engages with Cape York communities about proposed future acts
which may impact on native title rights and interests, and supports PBCs to manage native title rights
and interests.

Future Acts Unit
The Future Acts Unit receives future act notifications (FANs) from State and Federal Governments and
other authorities which propose to grant leases, permits, licenses or other rights to people which may
impact on native title rights and interests. The NTA provides Traditional Owners with various rights,
such as notification, comment, consultation or negotiation rights, in relation to the proposed granting
of leases, permits, licences or other rights.
FANs received are reviewed by the Future Acts Unit for impact on native title rights and interests
before being sent to Traditional Owners. When requested, the Future Act Unit assists Traditional
Owners to respond to notifications in exercise of their rights under the NTA including the right to
comment, the right to be consulted, and their right to have their objections heard. The Future Acts
Unit generally represents Traditional Owners in negotiations in relation to the proposed granting of
mining leases attracting the Right to Negotiate. Table 6 summarises FANs received in 2013-14.
The Future Acts Unit also represents Traditional Owners in large scale commercial mining or
exploration negotiations involving the proposed grant or extension of mining or exploration rights on
Aboriginal freehold land.
Agency

FANs Received

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

219

Department of National Parks, Recreation, Sport & Racing

5

Cook Shire Council

3

Department of Environment and Heritage Protection

8

Department of Natural Resources and Mines

13

Department of State Development, Infrastructure & Planning

2

Department of Education, Training & Employment

1

National Native Title Tribunal

1

Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
Department of Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander & Multicultural Affairs
Torres Strait Protected Zone Joint Authority

134
1
11

Total

398

Table 6 - Future Act Notices received 2013-14
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Overview of major achievements
The Future Acts Unit:
•

Developed detailed procedures and protocols for dealing with future act matters and assisting
Traditional Owners to exercise their rights with the view to obtaining the best possible outcome
for Traditional Owners.

•

Represented Cape York Traditional Owners in major mining negotiations, e.g., Diatreme, Cape
Flattery exploration & mining matters.

•

Represented Cape York Traditional Owners in small-scale mining negotiations, e.g., section 31
Native Title Act “good faith” negotiations with Tinpitch Pty Ltd and Prospect Hill Pty Ltd.

•

Represented Cape York Traditional Owners in Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA) matters,
e.g., Lockhart River Defence Facility ILUA, Hopevale Congress Blockholder Lease ILUA and
Congress Social Housing Lease ILUA.
o

Lockhart River Defence Facility ILUA: CYLC obtained independent land valuation reports
regarding the land in Lockhart River the subject of the proposed ILUA. CYLC consulted with
Traditional Owners regarding these valuation reports to assist them make an informed
decision whether to accept the Defence Department’s compensation package and proceed
with the ILUA.

o

The two Hopevale Congress ILUAs are now registered on the National Native Title Tribunal
register of ILUAs. The two ILUAs enable traditional owners to grant long-term residential
leases and social housing leases on numerous blocks of land within Congress’s native title
determination.

•

Represented Traditional Owners in matters where an ILUA is not required such as the execution
of the Cape Flattery AMSA lease and Telstra Rocky Mountain Sea Phone site. Negotiations on
behalf of TOs concerning the Telstra Rocky Mountain Sea Phone site resulted in an increase in
the rental amount offered to Traditional Owners under the lease.

•

Assisted and represented Cape York Traditional Owners in negotiations, and commencing legal
proceedings against, Cook Shire Council in relation to allegations of unlawful quarrying of gravel
by Cook Shire Council on lands held by Traditional Owners under various land tenures and land
subject to Native Title.

•

Cape Flattery Silica Mines Ltd (CFSM) – Negotiations between Congress and CFSM occurred for
approximately one year regarding proposed extension of CFSM’s mining leases. Negotiations
were suspended during the course of the second year and have recently resumed. An
agreement is expected soon failing which the Land Court will have to determine the issue of
compensation.

•

Assisted Traditional Owners to recover annual administration payments arising from the native
title protection conditions attached to EPM tenements. Assisted Traditional Owners to
negotiate exploration agreements, including comprehensive cultural heritage provisions for the
grant of EPM tenements, and have lodged a number of objections with the National Native Title
Tribunal to current applications for the grant of EPM tenements under the expedited
procedures.
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PBC Support Unit
The PBC Support Unit continues to offer a full suite of support services to the 9 Prescribed Bodies
Corporate (PBCs) in the Cape York Land Council’s Native Title Representative Body region including
compliance, economic development, book-keeping, financial planning and governance training. The
Cape York PBC’s are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abm Elgoring Ambung Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC based in Kowanyama;
Dhubbi Warra Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC based in Hope Vale;
Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC based in Hope Vale;
Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC around Mossman;
Kuuku Ya’u Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC based in Lockhart River;
Mokwiri Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC based in Weipa;
Ngan Aak-Kunch Aboriginal corporation RNTBC based in Aurukun;
Thaa-Nguigarr Strathgordon Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC based in Pormpuraaw; and
Walmbaar Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC based in Hope Vale.

An increasing demand from PBCs for support and assistance over the past twelve months has resulted
in a change to the way the Unit allocates its resources across the nine PBCs. A Strategy for the PBC
Support Unit was developed in July 2013 to guide the investment of limited resources. The Strategy
was developed with the assistance of Jawun Indigenous Corporate Partnerships (Jawun).

Photo 8 – 1st Mokwiri RNTBC Meeting

The PBC Support Strategy focusses on, ‘[supporting] Traditional Owners to protect country and culture
through the creation and management of sustainable and enduring PBCs’ by measuring the
sustainability, growth, community awareness and social benefits coming from the PBC to Traditional
Owners. In terms of PBC sustainability the Strategy articulates the need to build self-reliant PBCs
through structured and relevant training courses.
To assess the type of training courses required, PBC directors complete a questionnaire to establish
knowledge in areas such as governance, finance and basic legal requirements such as managing Future
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Acts Notices in order to effectively manage their PBC. The questionnaire is completed every half year.
The delivery of relevant training for Directors will help improve the capabilities of Directors and the
effective development of PBCs into the future.

Photo 9 – PBC Workshop June 2014

The PBC Support Unit has helped Cape York PBCs secure remote Jawun placements working in the
community with Traditional Owners. Secondees have helped PBCs meet a need in their requirements
to develop areas returned through the Native Title process. For example, Jawun secondees have
worked with Strathgordon Traditional Owners to develop business plans for the pastoral property.
These plans have created the platform for negotiations between the Traditional Owners and support
agencies.

Strategic Outcomes Unit
Over 2013-14 the CYLC Strategic Outcomes Unit continued to engage with legislative and procedural
reforms that impact on Traditional Owners’ native title rights and interests or impact on CYLC’s
opportunity to protect native title and other Aboriginal rights and interests.
CYLC made numerous submissions in response to Commonwealth and State legislative and policy
reforms. Where appropriate, CYLC liaised with the other Cape York regional organisations, such as
Balkanu and the Cape York Institute, to ensure a coordinated approach and joint position to
submissions and representations made to the State and Commonwealth governments.
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CYLC’s engagement with the Queensland Government included:
•

the Small Scale Alluvial Mining Discussion Paper via a written submission developed following
liaison with CYLC Legal Officers and Cape York Regional Organisations and the Kowanyama Land
& Sea Office;

•

the Modernising Queensland Resources Acts Program via a written submission following liaison
with North Queensland Land Council and Queensland South Native Title Services and
submissions regarding other Discussion Papers associated with this Program, such as
Notification and Objection re Mining Leases, Restricted Land, Land Access provisions,
Overlapping Resource Authorities, and Alluvial Consultation;

•

the Nature Conservation (Protected Plants) & Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2103 via written
submission, appearance at Agriculture, Resources and Environment Committee hearing and
correspondence with Minister regarding liability issue;

•

the draft Cape York Regional Plan via written submission developed following liaison with Cape
York Regional Organisations and consideration of the CYRP in the context of the Regional
Interest Planning Bill 2013;

•

amendment of the Animal Care & Protection Act 2001 and the preparation of a Factsheet for
Traditional Owners to advise them of the Act’s implications for the hunting of turtle and dugong;

•

the Regional Interest Planning Bill 2013 via written submissions and appearance at the State
Development, Infrastructure and Industry Committee;

•

the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Land (Providing Freehold) and Other Legislation
Amendment Bill 2014 via written submission and appearance at the Agriculture, Resources and
Environment Committee public hearing in Cairns;

•

consideration of the Environmental Offsets Bill 2014, via written submission;

•

the Land & Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014 via written submissions and attendance at
State Development, Infrastructure and Industry Committee public hearing in Brisbane, and
subsequently in Cairns with Traditional Owners. CYLC also liaised with North Queensland Land
Council on this matter, particularly the proposal for rolling term pastoral leases, and identified
options about how to respond to changes to lease conditions or tenure change to freehold;

•

State Land Tenure Reform Stage 2 via a National Native Title Tribunal convened meeting with
State Government representatives and Queensland Native Title Representative Bodies and
further communications with State Native Title Representative Bodies;

•

the Minerals and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Bill 2014 via written submission;

•

preparation of the Cape York Water Resources Plan via participation in working groups providing
advice about Aboriginal cultural heritage values in water resources, and Aboriginal social and
economic values in water; and

•

attendance at the Federal Court judgment that Cape York Wild Rivers declarations were invalid,
and State ordered to pay costs.

CYLC’s engagement with the Commonwealth Government included:
•

policy discussions about land tenure, home ownership and related issues;

•

the Tax Law Amendment Act;
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•

the Review of the Roles and Functions of Native Title Organisations via written submissions on
the Terms of Reference and Discussion Paper, and attendance with RNTBC representatives at
the findings presentation of the Deloitte Report;

•

the Native Title Working Group’s Report, including recommendations on an ICDC-type entity,
and the Government’s response;

•

attendance at the FAHCSIA Chief Executive Officer and Senior Professional Officers’ forum;

•

the ALRC Native Title Inquiry via attendance at meeting and written submission regarding the
Issues Paper;

•

the Review of Indigenous Business Australia and the Indigenous Land Corporation via written
submission; and

•

the Northern Australia Green Paper via written submission developed in consultation with Cape
York Institute.

The Strategic Outcomes Unit continued to provide assistance to Aboriginal people and Traditional
Owner groups, and advice to government, on a range of other issues, including:
•

advice and assistance to resolve issues associated with the exercise of native title on Aboriginal
freehold land;

•

advice and assistance in relation to quarrying and gravel extraction activities being carried out
on Cape York without the consent of Traditional Owners;

•

analysis of cultural heritage and other processes for inclusion in ILUAs;

•

provision of advice and assistance regarding various provisions of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth)
and the exercise of certain native title rights and interests under existing or proposed
determinations of native title;

•

addressing issues associated with the transfer of the Aboriginal reserve and improvement of the
land administration system at Mossman Gorge;

•

the grant of lease entitlements under the Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders (Land Holding)
Act 1985;

•

support for Cape York Regional Organisations in the implementation of the Cape York Welfare
Reform trial, particularly in relation to home ownership and economic development on
Aboriginal land;

•

ongoing assistance to the Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC with leasing of
Aboriginal freehold land, the claim for the transfer of land at Cedar Bay to Aboriginal freehold,
and assistance with the original ILUA leases and other issues;

•

attendance at Land Tribunal callovers re Cedar Bay ALA claim, liaison with the State to settle
claim without hearing, check legislative amendments and appear at the final Land Tribunal
callover;

•

continue steps to withdraw the Batavia native title claim, including the filing of an application in
the Federal Court to discontinue the claim;

•

development of an ILUA to cover native title consent to a broad range of post-determination
future acts;

•

prepare an Options Paper for the PBC Structures Project;
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•

drafting of a Framework Agreement to outline the overall range of reforms necessary to
facilitate economic development on Aboriginal land and more generally on Cape York;

•

the Cook Shire Council foreshore proposal via written draft submission;

•

development of a Memorandum of Understanding between CYLC, North Queensland Land
Council and the Torres Strait Regional Authority.

Photo 10 – Torres Strait

Performance Analysis
Support for native title determination applications (NTDAs) will continue to be the highest priority
activity for CYLC since it is expected that native title will be claimed and determined to exist over
virtually all of Cape York within the foreseeable future. To support and inform the lodging of future
land and sea claims CYLC continues with anthropological research over unclaimed areas.
Anthropological research capacity has been impacted in recent years by the retirement or
unavailability of a number of highly experienced anthropologists previously relied upon by CYLC.
However, CYLC has developed arrangements with other experienced native title consultant
anthropologists who are now providing anthropological advice and assistance to support research and
the preparation of future claims.
Responding to future act notifications is also an increasing activity for CYLC as land users become
increasingly compliant with NTA processes, and as land use on Cape York intensifies and more future
acts are proposed. Correlated with this trend is for CYLC to become more involved in agreementmaking through ILUAs, where necessary, and in the management of cultural heritage protection and
mapping processes because cultural heritage clearance processes often accompany future acts.
However, as claims are determined and RNTBCs established CYLC recognises that it must play an
essential role to support RNTBCs’ functionality so that native title holders have legally compliant and
capable organisations to represent their interests and achieve benefits from native title
determinations. If RNTBCs are not functional there is a significant risk that determinations will not
result in significant benefits to native title holders, and therefore the significant investment in native
title determinations will not achieve the objective to improve the lives of Aboriginal people. So CYLC
is leading a significant and necessary trend towards post determination support for RNTBCs.
There is also a significant social and political trend towards supporting Aboriginal people to escape
welfare dependence and engage in Australia’s mainstream economy, including in remote areas such
as Cape York. Realising the economic potential of native title and Aboriginal land is considered one of
the main mechanisms to achieve this outcome. CYLC is ahead of this trend through its support for the
Cape York Welfare Reform agenda, advocacy for policy reform to support economic participation, and
working in partnership with organisations such as Balkanu Cape York Development Corporation.
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An emerging trend that has potential to represent a significant area of new work is assistance for native
title parties with compensation claims to the Federal Court for the loss or impairment of their native
title rights and interests. There are numerous examples of acts on Cape York which may be
compensable, such as future acts performed invalidly in the past by State and local governments and
other land users, and the use of NTA s24JAA to create interests in land for the State. To date, native
title determination applications have been given a higher priority by CYLC than compensation claims.
However, reconsideration of priorities may occur after compensation claims being progressed in other
States provide guidance, particularly in relation to the calculation of the quantum of compensation for
the loss or impairment of native title rights and interests.
The NTA and Program Funding Agreement provide CYLC with powers and resources to adequately
address most core activities such as supporting native title determination applications, responding to
future act notifications and the negotiation of agreements.
However, these core activities are on an increasing trend as native title momentum on Cape York
increases, and additional resources will be required by CYLC to continue to provide adequate support
and services.
More significantly, non-NTA functions which do not receive core funding, such as support for RNTBCs,
cultural heritage mapping and protection, secure document archiving, participation in Aboriginal land
transfer and management, and participation in policy development, are also on an increasing trend.
CYLC’s performance of these non-NTA functions must also be adequately supported if the full benefits
of native title are to be achieved and the lives of Aboriginal people improved.
Despite these operational challenges, CYLC’s expenditure to perform its statutory functions was
consistent with the outputs budget and no significant variations were required between planned and
actual budget expenditures. CYLC also remained compliant with all financial reporting requirements,
and no formal complaints were received during 2013-14.

Photo 11 – Tree in Torres Strait
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The CYLC is incorporated under the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006, also
referred to as the CATSI Act 2006. The CYLC Constitution (“The Rule Book”) is registered with the Office
of the Registrar of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Corporations (ORATSIC).
Good corporate governance is achieved through strong working relationships and the separation of
powers between the Board of Directors, which is CYLC’s elected arm, and CYLC employees, who are
the CYLC’s executive arm. Corporate governance goals are also achieved by promoting fairness,
transparency and accountability through clearly defined roles, responsibilities and reporting for CYLC’s
elected and executive arms.
The Board of Directors is responsible for setting strategic direction, lobbying, leadership and the overall
monitoring of operations, and advises the CEO of its decisions as appropriate. The Chief Executive
Officer is responsible for the operations of CYLC and transfers Board directions into the daily
operations of CYLC.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
There are 17 communities within the Cape York representative area and a representative from each
community is elected as a Director to sit on the CYLC Board of Directors. Directors regularly attend
Board meetings to ensure that all 17 communities have a voice in setting the direction of CYLC’s work.
Each Director is supported by an Alternate Director who acts on the Director’s behalf, with the same
powers and responsibilities, if the Director is unavailable for a Board meeting.
In accordance with the CYLC Constitution the Board of Directors has responsibility for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Receiving and considering reports from the CEO and other members of the Senior Management
Team regarding CYLC operations;
Monitoring the financial position of CYLC;
Deciding on allocation of resources to particular projects;
Being informed of changes or proposed changes to the way CYLC conducts its work;
Dealing with complaints; and
Other functions as accepted from time to time.

The Board of Directors meet at least 4 times per year and receives presentations from the Chief
Executive Officer and Senior Management Team on CYLC activities for the relevant period.
Over 2013-14 the Board met on five occasions:
• 27th - 29th August 2013;
• 10th - 12th December 2013;
• 25th - 27th February 2014;
• 29th April 2014 - Teleconference;
• 15th - 16th May 2014.
Reporting on all areas of CYLC operations takes place at each Board meeting, including reports from
the CEO, Deputy CEO, PLO, and Finance Manager. After consideration of these reports the Board
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provides advice and direction to assist the Senior Management Team to set priorities and identify
actions which contribute to achieving the aims of CYLC and the Aboriginal people of Cape York.

Photo 12 - Board of Directors 2013 – 14
Sitting L to R: Greta Accoom, Phyllis Yunkaporta, Lizzie Lakefield, Gwen Toby, Geraldine York
Standing L to R: Josie Blanco, Allan Creek, Aaron Teddy, Robbie Salee, Doreen Jones, Peter Callaghan, Brian Cobus, Fred
Coleman, Elaine Liddy.

Table 7 shows CYLC Director and Alternative Director meeting attendances over 2013-14.
Meetings
eligible to
attend

Director

Meetings
attended

Aurukun

5

Phyllis Yunkaporta

3

Bruce Martin

0

Cairns

5

Richard Ah Mat

5

Fred Joseph

0

Coen

5

Allan Creek

4

Dion Creek

0

Cooktown

5

Brian Cobus

5

Ron Harrigan

0

Hopevale

5

Elizabeth Lakefield

3

Gerhardt
Pearson

0

Injinoo

5

Robbie Salee

3

Meun Lifu

0

Kowanyama

5

Aaron Teddy

5

Anzac Frank

0

Laura

5

Fred Coleman

5

Tracey
Lowdown

0

Lockhart River

5

Toby Accoom

4

Greta Accoom

0

Mapoon

5

Neomi Roseblade

2

Delores Nixon

3

Mossman
Gorge

5

Donna Henning

0

Karen Gibson

2

Napranum

5

Sarina Adams

5

Josie Blanco

0

Community
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New Mapoon

5

Clara Day

3

Geraldine York

2

Pormpuraaw

5

Richard Tarpencha

1

Lenny Ned

2

Port Stewart

5

Gavin Bassani

3

Elaine Liddy

1

Umagico

5

Bernard Charlie

3

Gwen Toby

1

Wujal

5

Doreen Jones

4

Doreen Ball

0

Table 7 - Board Member meeting attendance 2013 - 14

Training and Development of Directors
In addition to the Code of Conduct, an important part of the induction for all Directors is training about
CYLC Policy, Procedures and the Separation of Powers. Directors are made aware of the
responsibilities that accompany their position as part of the election process, and further training is
part of their ongoing development. Governance training is provided regularly to assist the Directors
to perform their duties in accordance with the principles of good governance and the responsibilities
of an NTRB under the NTA, CATSIA, the CYLC Constitution and Program Funding Agreement.

SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
•

•

•

•
•

The Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Mr Peter Callaghan, is responsible for managing CYLC day-today operations. The CEO is assisted by the Senior Management Team, comprising the Deputy
CEO, Principal Legal Officer, Finance Manager and PBC Unit Manager, and CYLC staff working in
the Cairns office and the Cooktown and Weipa regional offices.
The Deputy CEO, Ms Kirstyne Broderick, supports the CEO to manage CYLC day-today operations
and maintains strong working relationships with community members through management of
the Community Relations Unit. The Deputy CEO works closely with this unit to support community
members in areas of RNTBC compliance and capacity building, future acts management and public
relations. Activities are reported to the Board of Directors to engage their advice on strategy
moving forward.
The Principal Legal Officer (PLO), Mr Adam McLean, is responsible for the effective management
of the NTU, and its implementation of functions under the NTA including NTDAs and ILUAs, and
other functions including State Land Dealings and National Park transfers. The PLO position was
filled by Mr Adam McLean is August 2013.
The Finance Manager, Mr Darren Sullivan, is responsible for the effective management of the
Finance Unit. The Finance Manager also manages the CYLC vehicle fleet and supports Human
Resource Management.
The Prescribed Body Corporate (PBC) Unit Manager, Mr Jim Davis, is responsible for overseeing
the PBC unit is operating in accordance with its vision – to Support Traditional Owners to protect
country and culture through the creation and management of sustainable and enduring PBCs. In
addition to this, the unit works closely with the Community Relations team to ensure community
members are informed of matters affecting them, post native title determination.

RISK MANAGEMENT
To ensure a structured approach to managing uncertainty CYLC is vigilant with identifying, assessing,
monitoring and implementing procedures to reduce the impact of risks to its operations. Risk
management is vitally important to ensure CYLC continues to be in a position to effectively represent
the Aboriginal peoples of Cape York.
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To ensure circumstances that could lead to negative outcomes for CYLC’s business do not occur CYLC
identifies possible risks as part of strategic planning and sets plans and strategies in place that minimise
these risks.

Photo 13 – Beach - Portland Roads

CORPORATE AND OPERATIONAL PLANNING
Consistent with requirements of the Program Funding Agreement and to implement strategic
directions and achieve desired outcomes outlined by the Board of Directors, CYLC prepares
Operational Plans that set targets, detail activities, allocate resources and provide performance
information. All CYLC activities are related to the outcomes and outputs framework in the Operational
Plans.
Preparation and implementation of CYLC Operational Plans are informed by the Federal Court Work
Plans prepared by the CYLC Native Title Unit for each NTDA. The Work Plans identify objectives, and
outputs to be achieved, in timeframes agreed with the Court. The Work Plans are developed based on
the priority status of each NTDA so that resources are effectively and efficiently allocated.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Financial management is the responsibility of the CYLC Finance Manager and CEO. Financial reports
and matters of concern are routinely provided to the Board of Directors. In addition, an independent
financial audit of CYLC is undertaken soon after the end of each financial year and reported to the
Board of Directors and CYLC membership. CYLC is very proud of its record in obtaining clean audits for
the past seven years.

ETHICAL STANDARDS
In addition to the CYLC Code of Conduct, employees and Board Members follow other policies which
reinforce the observation of high ethical standards. There is a high level of awareness amongst staff
of ethical issues and good practical application of that knowledge. CYLC management also increases
awareness of ethical behaviours by placing informative posters and other information around the
workplace.
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Photo 14 – Daintree
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MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES

At the time of writing this report, Cape York Land Council employs a total of 39 staff, with 33.3% of
staff being Indigenous. The staff reporting structure of the Land Council is detailed in Figure 7.

Figure 5 - CYLC Reporting Structure

CORPORATE SERVICES REPORT
The Deputy Chief Executive Officer, Kirsty Broderick, is responsible for the management of Human
Resources and Corporate Services for the Land Council. This role encompasses the recruitment,
retention and development of staff, in the Human Resources functions, and the support of Corporate
and regional partnerships.
In the reporting period, with strategic guidance from secondees of the Jawun Indigenous Corporate
Partnerships, CYLC has conducted a skills analysis of the administrative arm, with this now extending
to a review of the current resources of CYLC and the future needs. The Board of Directors have been
briefed on this and what it may mean to the change of the organisations structure in the future. The
Board support change that in turn benefits the delivery of CYLC’s vision in a more efficient and effective
manner.
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In addition to this, CYLC has looked to update and improve its electronic resources and has signed a
business agreement to support the installation and training in the use of a Docushare Management
System. With protection of documents a primary focus, this system will also see systems in place that
ensure a more efficient creation of and access to documents.

WORKFORCE PLANNING, STAFF TURNOVER AND RETENTION
At the start of this reporting period, CYLC successfully recruited Mr Adam McLean as Principal Legal
Officer. Adam’s recruitment gave confidence to the Unit, who had been led by a temporary
replacement, with the departure of the former PLO in March 2013.
In early 2014, CYLC welcomed 2 Senior Legal Officers on fixed term contracts to support the Native
Title Unit, during Maternity Leave absences.
As reported earlier, Kirsty Broderick returned in September 2013, after a 6 month secondment to
Jawun Indigenous Corporate Partnerships. The exposure to Corporate Australia and skills
development provided during this secondment has seen new standards and practices being
introduced. The Land Council is investigating opportunities to continue this exposure to indigenous
staff to support development in future.
The senior management team now brings a set of skills with it that recognises the organsiation’s
corporate history, endeavours to fuse a strategic and innovative approach while respecting the visions
of elders more than two decades ago that were etched in the foundations of CYLC.

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
CYLC is committed to providing appropriate, high-quality training opportunities for its employees.
In addition to continued support for Professional Development requirements, CYLC has focused on
Workplace Health and Safety training across the organisation. This has seen staff trained in local and
remote WH&S practices.
CYLC encourages employees to identify training opportunities that suit their roles, as part of their
annual performance reviews but also as an ongoing commitment to development.
CYLC has continued to work in partnership with the Aurora Project, recognising the suitability of its
programs, tailored to meet the needs of NTRB staff. Regretably in this reporting period, due to the
operational requirements and competing priorities, attendance at the Aurora training programs has
been limited.
As part of a regional network of Cape York organisations, the CYLC team benefit from a range of
training provided to indigenous staff through the Cape York Leaders Program. In this year 2 female
indigenous staff have participated in this training. Leisyle Blanco participated in the Skilling leaders
program aimed at developing managerial and leadership skills, while Kirsty Broderick was invited to
participate in the Excelling Leaders program that supports high-calibre emerging indigenous leaders to
extend their leadership skills.
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Cape York Land Council is proud to promote this training program among staff and community
members and has supported this development across Cape York communities.
During the 2013-14 financial year, the total expenditure for training and development, including course
fees and other associated expenses was $45,586.00.

STAFF OVERVIEW
CYLC employed an average of 39 permanent employees during the year 2013-14. CYLC employs staff
with a wide range of skill levels and backgrounds. This reflects its core business as a service
organisation. Half of CYLC employees are female. Indigenous (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander)
employees made up 33.3 percent of CYLC employees.
Indigenous
YEAR
Executive
(Management
team)

Male

Female

Total

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

2

2

4

4

1

1

5F/T

5 F/T

5

5

6

11
F/T
3 P/T

12
F/T

14

13

18

19

Professional
Staff

0

Administrative/
Clerical

11

Field

2

2

1

1

1

Trainee

-

-

-

-

15

13

14

13

Total

Full or Part
Time

0

9

8**

7**

1

1

6

1 P/T
12
F/T

11
F/T
7 P/T

7 P/T

1

2 F/T

2 F/T

2

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

25

26

39

39

39

39

17

18

Table 8: Total Staff by Category as at 30 June 2014
**2 of the Professional staff are also counted as part of the Executive (Management Team)
NB: Total numbers includes staff on Maternity Leave and Fixed term contracts at 30 June 2014

AURORA PROJECT INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
During the past year, CYLC was able to benefit from the commitment of 6 interns, currently studying
either law or anthropology. All worked with us in our Cairns office for a 5 week period and at the end
of this reporting period also supported our One Regional Claim consultations.

EMPLOYEE COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS
CYLC’s Single Enterprise Agreement is current until 13 December 2015. The Agreement provides the
working entitlements and expectations for all CYLC employees. In this reporting year, CYLC was
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personally recognised by one of our partners as being a leader in the Not for Profit sector and
nominated for an Australian Human Resources Award.
While not successful, this recognition has encouraged us to extend our information sharing and
feedback processes in the hope of recognition in the future.
The Agreement has continued to recognise CYLC as an employer of choice through our generous
working conditions and commitment to the employment and development of a diverse workforce.

Photo 15 – Button Orchids on fallen tree

WORK HEALTH & SAFETY
Under the Work Health & Safety Act 2011 CYLC is required to ensure safe systems of work. In late
2013 the CYLC Board of Directors approved the purchase and implementation of a safety management
system (SMS) designed for businesses with unique and environmentally specific operating conditions
such as CYLC. In December 2013 the Board endorsed a Work Health & Safety (WH&S) Manual, and in
April 2014 the SMS was accredited to meet AS4801, which is the certified standard for safety
management systems.
To support the SMS implementation and provide a qualified support system CYLC engaged the services
of a Workplace Health and Safety consultant, and a position was created for a WHS Coordinator and
expressions of interest in the position requested from existing staff. The successful candidate was
required to undertake study to achieve a Diploma in Work Health and Safety.
Implementation of the SMS has involved regular and ongoing work health and safety (WHS) training
for staff and management, procedural changes to existing work flows, the establishment of a regular
reporting system and regular and informative safety alert emails to staff regarding safety topics.
Implementation is ongoing and will take further time and effort from all personnel.
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Topic

# Sessions

Introduction to SMS

3

Total Attendance
% All Employees
70%

Remote Work & Trip Planning

3

50%

WHS Roles & Responsibilities

3

45%

Risk Assessment

3

37.5%

Incident Reporting

2

47.5%

Table 9 – WHS Staff Training 2013-14

INDEMNITIES AND INSURANCE PREMIUMS
Since the end of the previous financial year, the Corporation has not indemnified, or made a relevant
offer to indemnify, against a liability any person who is or has been an officer or auditor of the
Association.
Association Liability insurance cover to the amount of $10,000,000.00 at a total premium to the
amount of $19,782.70 was held with Australian Insurance Brokers Insurance.

REMUNERATION OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT
CYLC negotiates Senior Management salaries on an individual basis with reference to the market and
other NTRB pay scales as reviewed by an independent Assessor. In accordance with our Program
Funding Agreement, we seek the Department’s view on appointments to senior positions and salaries
where required. The Board of Directors are involved in all senior appointments and are responsible
for the employment of the Chief Executive Officer.
In April 2014 the current Employment Contract for the Chief Executive Officer was due to expire. After
an extension and review of the role, the Board of Directors, with the approval of the Department,
confirmed the employment of the Chief Executive Officer, Peter Callaghan for a further 2 years from 1
August 2014.
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CONSULTANTS, TENDERING AND COMPETITIVE CONTRACTING

Over 2013-14 CYLC utilised the services of a wide range of legal, anthropological, land management
and planning consultants to provide specific expert services and advice in relation to NTRB functions
that were not otherwise available from CYLC permanent staff.
The CEO and PLO approved the engagement of all consultants for native title work to ensure
appropriate standards are maintained, that the consultant’s service costs are within the budget, and
that they represented good value for money.
The employment of consultants is documented by a Contract of Appointment, which sets out the
services to be performed, payment rates, period of employment, and the rights and responsibilities of
the consultant. Copies of all contract records for each consultant engaged are fully maintained. If
professional consultants, particularly anthropologists, have particular knowledge and expertise in a
geographic area or in relation to a claimant group they are engaged directly and tenders are not called.
Each consultant’s performance is monitored by the PLO and the CEO who report on the effectiveness
of consultancies to the Board of Directors.
Under funding Agreement CYLC is required to advertise annually for consultants and maintain a
consultants’ register.
CYLC engaged the services of 24 consultants on projects to a total value of $798,738.21 over 2013-14.
Table 9 shows a breakdown of 2013-14 consultant costs, and Table 10 shows 2012-13 consultant costs
for comparison purposes.
Payment Range

No. of Contracts

Total Cost

Less than $30,000

36

$38,706

More than $30,000

8

$460,031

Total

44

$798,738

No. of Consultants

Total Cost

Less than $30,000

19

$308,200

More than $30,000

6

$481,750

Total

25

$789,950

Table 10 – 2013-14 Consultant Costs

Payment Range

Table 11 - 2012-13 Consultant Costs
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation annual financial report
For the year ended 30 June 2014

1

Directors’ report

The directors present their report together with the financial statements of Cape York Land Council Aboriginal
Corporation (the “Corporation”) for the financial year ended 30 June 2014 and the auditor’s report thereon.
Operating and financial review

The Corporation’s operations involve the advocacy of land issues on behalf of the people of the Cape York
Peninsula region. The Corporation’s main projects during this financial year include land advocacy work in the
North West Cape, Northern Peninsula Area in relation to the continuation and development of mining and
exploration activities. The results from operations and financial position of the Corporation outlined in the
financial statements are consistent with the expectations of directors.
The net deficit from ordinary activities after income tax amounted to $222,044 (2013: $169,893).
State of affairs

There were no significant changes in the Corporation’s state of affairs during the year.
Principal activities

The principal activities of the Corporation during the course of the financial year were advocacy of land issues on
behalf of the people of the Cape York Peninsula region.
There were no significant changes in the nature of the activities of the Corporation during the year.
Events subsequent to reporting date

There has not arisen in the interval between the end of the financial year and the date of this report any matter or
circumstance that has significantly affected or may significantly affect the operations of the Corporation, the
results of those operations, or the state of affairs of the Corporation, in future financial years.
Likely developments

The directors envisage that the Corporation will continue its existing operations, subject to the receipt of future
funding from government and other sources.
Environmental regulation

The Corporation’s operations are not subject to any particular and significant environmental regulations under
either Commonwealth or State legislation. However, the board believes that the Corporation has adequate
systems in place for the management of its environmental requirements and is not aware of any breach of those
environmental requirements as they apply to the Corporation.

Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation annual financial report
For the year ended 30 June 2014

2

Distributions

The Corporation’s constitution precludes it from distributing any surpluses to members. Accordingly, no
distributions were paid, recommended or declared by the Corporation during the year.
Secretary

Kirstyne Broderick was appointed to the position of secretary on 1 July 2007.
Directors’ meetings

The number of directors’ meetings and number of meetings attended by each of the directors of the Corporation
during the financial year are:
Community

Name

Special responsibilities

Cairns
Cairns
Injinoo
Aurukun
Aurukun
Coen
Coen
Cooktown
Cooktown
Hope Vale
Hope Vale
Injinoo
Kowanyama
Kowanyama
Laura
Laura
Lockhart River
Lockhart River
Mapoon
Mapoon
Mossman
Mossman
Napranum
Napranum
New Mapoon
New Mapoon
Pormpuraaw
Pormpuraaw
Port Stewart
Port Stewart
Umagico
Umagico
Wujal Wujal
Wujal Wujal

Richard Ah Mat
Fred Joseph
Robbie Salee
Phyllis Yunkaporta
Bruce Martin
Allan Creek
Dion Creek
Brian Cobus
Ron Harrigan
Elizabeth Lakefield
Gerhardt Pearson
Meun Lifu
Aaron Teddy
Anzac Frank
Fred Coleman
Tracey Lowdown
Toby Accoom
Greta Accoom
Neomi Roseblade
Delores Nixon
Donna Henning
Karen Gibson
Sarina Adams
Josie Blanco
Clara Day
Geraldine York
Richard Tarpencha
Lenny Ned
Gavin Bassani
Elaine Liddy
Bernard Charlie
Gwen Toby
Doreen Jones
Doreen Ball

Chairperson
Alternate director
Deputy chairperson
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director
Director
Alternate director

No of
meetings
attended

No of
meetings
held*

5
3
3
4
1
5
3
5
5
4
2
3
1
5
3
2
1
2
3
1
3
1
4
-

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

*Reflects the number of meetings held during the time the director held office during the year.
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Lead auditor’s independence declaration

At no time during the financial year ended 30 June 2014 was an officer of the Corporation the auditor, a partner in
the audit firm, or a director of the audit company that undertook the audit of the Corporation for that financial
year.
The lead auditor’s independence declaration is set out on the following page and forms part of the directors’
report for the financial year ended 30 June 2014.
Proceedings on behalf of the corporation

During the year, no person has made application for leave in respect of the Corporation under section 169-5 of
the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006 (the “Act”).
During the year, no person has brought or intervened in proceedings on behalf of the Corporation with leave
under section 169-5 of the Act.
This report is made out in accordance with a resolution of the directors:

____________________________
Director
Dated this 30 day of September 2014
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Lead auditor’s independence declaration
Cairns Corporate Tower
15 Lake Street
Cairns QLD 4870
Correspondence to:
PO Box 7200
Cairns QLD 4870

Lead auditor’s independence declaration to the directors of
Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation

T +61 7 4046 8888
F +61 7 4051 0116
E info.cairns@au.gt.com
W www.grantthornton.com.au

In accordance with the requirements of section 339-50 of the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander)
Act 2006, as lead auditor for the audit of Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation for the year
ended 30 June 2014, I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, there have been:
• No contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in the Corporations (Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006 in relation to the audit; and
• No contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.

GRANT THORNTON AUDIT PTY LTD
Chartered Accountants

Graham Coonan
Partner – Audit & Assurance
Cairns, 30-9-2014
Grant Thornton Audit Pty Ltd ACN 130 913 594
a subsidiary or related entity of Grant Thornton Australia Ltd ABN 41 127 556 389
‘Grant Thornton’ refers to the brand under which the Grant Thornton member firms provide assurance, tax and advisory services to their clients and/or refers to one or more member firms, as the context requires.
Grant Thornton Australia Ltd is a member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd (GTIL). GTIL and the member firms are not a worldwide partnership. GTIL and each member firm is a separate legal entity. Services
are delivered by the member firms. GTIL does not provide services to clients. GTIL and its member firms are not agents of, and do not obligate one another and are not liable for one another’s acts or omissions. In
the Australian context only, the use of the term ‘Grant Thornton’ may refer to Grant Thornton Australia Limited ABN 41 127 556 389 and its Australian subsidiaries and related entities. GTIL is not an Australian
related entity to Grant Thornton Australia Limited.

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. Liability is limited in those States where a current scheme applies.
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Statement of comprehensive income

For the year ended 30 June 2014

Income

Revenue
Revenue from government sources
Revenue from non-government sources

Expenses

Employee expenses
Supplier expenses
Depreciation and amortisation expenses

Note

2014
$

2013
$

5(a)
5(b)

5,651,213
700,181

5,283,808
574,085

6,351,394

5,857,893

3,701,606
2,623,665
259,040

3,087,462
2,760,125
229,111

6,584,311

6,076,698

(232,917)
28,231
(17,358)

(218,805)
44,193
4,719

(222,044)
-

(169,893)
-

(222,044)

(169,893)

-

-

(222,044)

(169,893)

6
6
6

Results from operating activities
Finance income
Net gain (loss) on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Net surplus/(deficit) before tax
Tax expense

3(e)

Net surplus/(deficit) for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income for the year

This statement should be read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.
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Statement of financial position

As at 30 June 2014

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Prepayments

Note
7
8

Total current assets
Property, plant and equipment

9

Total non-current assets
Total assets

2014
$

2013
$

802,832
282,078
46,153

1,043,303
80,591
47,835

1,131,063

1,171,729

878,675

987,404

878,675

987,404

2,009,738

2,159,133

1,215,198
192,051

943,558
394,764

1,407,249

1,338,322

22,402

18,680

22,402

18,680

1,429,651

1,357,002

580,087

802,131

394,622
185,465

394,622
407,509

580,087

802,131

Liabilities

Trade and other payables
Suppliers and employees
Grants

12
12

Total current liabilities
Employee benefits

13

Total non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets
Equity

Revaluation reserve
Retained surplus

15

Total equity

This statement should be read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.
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Statement of changes in equity

For the year ended 30 June 2014

Attributable to members of the Corporation

Balance at 1 July 2012

Revaluation
reserve
$

Retained
surplus
$

Total
equity
$

394,622

577,402

972,024

Total comprehensive income for the year
Deficit for the year
Total other comprehensive income

-

(169,893)
-

(169,893)
-

Total comprehensive income for the year

-

(169,893)

(169,893)

Balance at 30 June 2013

394,622

407,509

802,131

Balance at 1 July 2013

394,622

407,509

802,131

Total comprehensive income for the year
Deficit for the year
Total other comprehensive income

-

(222,044)
-

(222,044)
-

Total comprehensive income for the year

-

(222,044)

(222,044)

394,622

185,465

580,087

Balance at 30 June 2014

This statement should be read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.
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Statement of cash flows

For the year ended 30 June 2014

2014
$

2013
$

6,151,589
(6,252,591)

6,049,014
(5,824,865)

(101,002)
28,231

224,149
44,193

(72,771)

268,342

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment

(167,700)

19,880
(117,675)

Net cash from/(used in) investing activities

(167,700)

(97,795)

Cash flows from operating activities

Note

Cash receipts from services provided and grants
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Cash generated from operating activities
Interest received
Net cash from/(used in) operating activities

17

Cash flows from investing activities

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at 1 July

7

(240,471)
1,043,303

170,547
872,756

Cash and cash equivalents at 30 June

7

802,832

1,043,303

This statement should be read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.
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Notes to the financial statements

For the year ended 30 June 2014
1.

Reporting entity

Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation (the “Corporation”) is an Aboriginal corporation domiciled in
Australia. The address of the Corporation’s registered office is 32 Florence Street, Cairns, Queensland. The
Corporation is a not-for-profit entity and primarily is involved in indigenous land advocacy matters.
2.
a

Basis of accounting
Statement of compliance

The financial statements are general purpose financial statements which have been prepared in accordance with
Australian Accounting Standards (“AASBs”) adopted by the Australian Accounting Standards Board (“AASB”)
and the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006. Because the Corporation is a not-for-profit entity
and AASBs include requirements for not-for-profit entities which are inconsistent with International Financial
Reporting Standards (“IFRSs”) to the extent these inconsistencies are applied, the financial statements of the
Corporation do not comply with IFRSs and interpretations adopted by the International Accounting Standards
Board. The main impact is the timing of the recognition of non-reciprocal grant income.
The financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on the date shown on the directors’
declaration.
b

Basis of measurement

The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis, except for property, plant and equipment
which is measured at fair value.
c

Functional and presentation currency

These financial statements are presented in Australian dollars, which is the Corporation’s functional currency.
d

Use of estimates and judgements

In preparing these financial statements, management has made judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect
the application of the Corporation’s accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and
expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates.
Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to estimates are recognised
prospectively.
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Judgements

Information about judgements made in applying accounting policies that have the most significant effect on the
amounts recognised in the financial statements is included in Note 5a - Revenue from government sources.
Assumptions and estimation uncertainties

Management is not aware of any assumptions and estimation uncertainties that have a significant risk of resulting
in a material adjustment within the next financial year.
3.
a

New and amended accounting standards
New and amended standards adopted

The Corporation has adopted all the amendments to Australian Accounting Standards issued by the AASB which
are relevant to, and effective for, the Corporation’s financial statements for the annual period beginning 1 July
2013. None of the amendments have had a significant impact on the Corporation.
b

New standards and interpretations not yet adopted

A number of new standards, amendments to standards and interpretations are effective for annual periods
beginning after 1 July 2013, and have not been applied in preparing these financial statements. None of these is
expected to have a significant effect on the Corporation’s financial statements except AASB 9 Financial Instruments
which becomes mandatory for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018 (with early adoption
permitted) and introduces new requirements for the classification and measurement of financial assets and
additional changes relating to financial liabilities.
The Corporation does not plan to adopt these standards early.
4.

Significant accounting policies

The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these financial
statements.
a

Revenue from non-government sources

Revenue from rendering of services is recognised in income in proportion to the stage of completion of the
transaction at the reporting date. The stage of completion is assessed by reference to surveys of work performed.
b

Government grants and other contributions of assets

Government grants and other contributions of assets are accounted for in accordance with AASB 1004
Contributions based on whether they are reciprocal or non-reciprocal in nature and are measured at the fair value of
the contributions received or receivable.
Reciprocal transfers are those where approximately equal value is exchanged in the transfer between the transferor
(grantor) and the transferee (grantee). Non-reciprocal transfers are those where equal value is not exchanged.
i

Reciprocal transfers

Where grants and other contributions are received that are reciprocal in nature, revenue is recognised over the
term of the funding arrangements. The Corporation currently does not have any reciprocal grants.
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Non-reciprocal transfers

Revenue from a non-reciprocal grant that is not subject to conditions is recognised when the Corporation obtains
control of the funds, economic benefits are probable and the amount can be measured reliably. Where a grant may
be required to be repaid if certain conditions are not satisfied, a liability is recognised at year end to the extent that
conditions remain unsatisfied.
Where the Corporation receives a non-reciprocal contribution of an asset from a government or other party for
no or nominal consideration, the asset is recognised at fair value and a corresponding amount of revenue is
recognised.
c

Finance income and finance costs

Finance income comprises interest income on funds invested. Interest income is recognised as it accrues, using
the effective interest method.
d
i

Employee benefits
Short-term benefits

Short-term employee benefit obligations are measured on an undiscounted basis and are expensed as the related
service is provided. A liability is recognised for the amount expected to be paid if the Corporation has a present
legal or constructive obligation to pay this amount as a result of past service provided by the employee and the
obligation can be estimated reliably.
ii

Defined contribution plans

A defined contribution plan is a post-employment benefit plan under which an entity pays fixed contributions into
a separate entity and will have no legal or constructive obligation to pay further amounts. Obligations for
contributions to defined contribution plans are expensed as the related service is provided. Prepaid contributions
are recognised as an asset to the extent that a cash refund or a reduction in future payments is available.
Contributions to a defined contribution plan that are due more than 12 months after the end of the period in
which the employees render the service are discounted to their present value.
iii

Other long-term employee benefits

The Corporation’s net obligation in respect of long-term employee benefits is the amount of future benefit that
employees have earned in return for their service in the current and prior periods plus related on-costs. That
benefit is discounted to determine its present value and the fair value of any related assets is deducted. The
discount rate is the yield at the reporting date on AA credit-rated or government bonds that have maturity dates
approximating the terms of the Corporation’s obligations and that are denominated in the same currency in which
the benefits are expected to be paid. The calculation is performed using the projected unit credit method. Any
actuarial gains or losses are recognised in expenses in the period in which they arise. Remeasurements are
recognised in expenses in the period in which they arise.
iv

Termination benefits

Termination benefits are recognised as an expense when the Corporation is demonstrably committed, without
realistic possibility of withdrawal, to a formal detailed plan to either terminate employment before the normal
retirement date, or to provide termination benefits as a result of an offer made to encourage voluntary
redundancy. Termination benefits for voluntary redundancies are recognised as an expense if the Corporation has
made an offer encouraging voluntary redundancy, it is probable that the offer will be accepted, and the number of
acceptances can be estimated reliably. If the benefits are not expected to be settled wholly within 12 months at
the end of the reporting period, then they are discounted.
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Income tax

The Corporation has been granted exemption from income tax under Division 50 of the Income Tax Assessment Act
1997.
f
i

Property, plant and equipment
Recognition and measurement

Items of property, plant and equipment are initially measured and recognised at cost.
Cost includes expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset. The cost of selfconstructed assets includes the following:
the cost of materials and direct labour;
any other costs directly attributable to bringing the asset to a working condition for its intended use;
when the Corporation has an obligation to remove the assets or restore the site, an estimate of the costs of
dismantling and removing the items and restoring the site on which they are located; and
capitalised borrowing costs.
Purchased software that is integral to the functionality of the related equipment is capitalised as part of that
equipment.
If significant parts of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives, then they are accounted
for as separate items (major components) of property, plant and equipment.
Items of property, plant and equipment are subsequently measured on the revaluation basis, at fair value, in
accordance with AASB 116 Property, Plant and Equipment.
Property, plant and equipment assets measured at fair value are revalued, with sufficient regularity, so as to ensure
that the carrying amount of each class of asset does not materially differ from its fair value at the reporting date.
This is achieved by engaging independent, professionally qualified valuers to determine the fair value for each class
of property, plant and equipment assets. This process involves the valuer physically sighting a representative
sample of the Corporation’s assets across all asset classes and making their own assessments of the condition of
the assets at the date of inspection. The regularity of independent valuations depends upon the volatility of
movements in market values for the relevant assets.
Further details in relation to valuers, the methods of valuation and the key assumptions used are disclosed in Note
10.
Any revaluation increment arising on the revaluation of an asset is credited to the appropriate class of the asset
revaluation surplus, except to the extent it reverses a revaluation decrement for the class previously recognised as
an expense. A decrease in the carrying amount on revaluation is charged as an expense to the extent it exceeds the
balance, if any, in the revaluation surplus of that asset class.
Separately identified components of assets are measured on the same basis as the assets to which they relate.
Any gain or loss on disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment (calculated as the difference between the
net proceeds from disposal and the carrying amount of the item) is recognised in income or expenses.
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Subsequent expenditure

Subsequent expenditure that relates to replacement of a major component of an asset to maintain its service
potential is capitalised. Ongoing repairs and maintenance and minor renewals to maintain the operational capacity
of an existing asset is expensed as incurred.
iii

Depreciation

Items of property, plant and equipment are depreciated from the date that they are installed and are ready for use,
or in respect of internally constructed assets, from the date that the asset is completed and ready for use.
Depreciation is calculated to write off the cost of property, plant and equipment less their estimated residual
values using the straight line basis over their estimated useful lives and is generally recognised in expenses. Leased
assets are depreciated over the shorter of the lease term and their useful lives unless it is reasonably certain that the
Corporation will obtain ownership by the end of the lease term.
The estimated useful lives in the current and comparative years of significant items of property, plant and
equipment are as follows:
Leasehold improvements
Plant and equipment
Motor vehicles

10 years
4 years
5 years

Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each reporting date and adjusted if
appropriate.
g
i

Financial instruments
Non-derivative financial assets

The Corporation initially recognises loans and receivables on the date that they are originated. All other financial
assets are recognised initially on the trade date at which the Corporation becomes a party to the contractual
provisions of the instrument.
The Corporation derecognises a financial asset when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the asset expire,
or it transfers the rights to receive the contractual cash flows on the financial asset in a transaction in which
substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the financial asset are transferred. Any interest in
transferred financial assets that is created or retained by the Corporation is recognised as a separate asset or
liability.
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the statement of financial position when,
and only when, the Corporation has a legal right to offset the amounts and intends either to settle on a net basis or
to realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.
The Corporation has the following non-derivative financial assets:
Loans and receivables

Loans and receivables are financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active
market. Such assets are recognised initially at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent
to initial recognition, they are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any impairment
losses.
Loans and receivables comprise cash and cash equivalents and trade and other receivables.
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Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances and call deposits with original maturities of three months or
less.
ii

Non-derivative financial liabilities

The Corporation initially recognises financial liabilities on the trade date at which the Corporation becomes a party
to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
The Corporation derecognises a financial liability when its contractual obligations are discharged or cancelled or
expire.
The Corporation classifies non-derivative financial liabilities into the other financial liabilities category. Such
financial liabilities are recognised initially at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent
to initial recognition these financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest rate
method.
Other financial liabilities comprise trade and other payables.
h
i

Impairment
Non-derivative financial assets

Financial assets are assessed at each reporting date to determine whether there is any objective evidence of
impairment.
Objective evidence that financial assets are impaired can include default or delinquency by a debtor, restructuring
of an amount due to the Corporation being on terms that the Corporation would not consider otherwise, or
indications that a debtor or issuer will enter bankruptcy.
The Corporation considers evidence of impairment for financial assets measured at amortised cost (loans and
receivables) at a specific asset level.
An impairment loss in respect of a financial asset measured at amortised cost is calculated as the difference
between its carrying amount and the present value of the estimated future cash flows discounted at the asset’s
original effective interest rate. Losses are recognised in expenses and reflected in an allowance account against
loans and receivables. When the Corporation considers that there are no realistic prospects of recovery of the
asset, the relevant amounts are written off. If the amount of impairment loss subsequently decreases, and the
decrease can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised, the previously
recognised impairment loss is reversed through other income.
ii

Non-financial assets

At each reporting date, the Corporation reviews the carrying amounts of its non-financial assets to determine
whether there is any indication of impairment. If any such indication exists then the asset’s recoverable amount is
estimated.
The recoverable amount of an asset is the greater of its value in use and its fair value less costs to sell. As the
Corporation is a not-for-profit entity, value in use is the depreciated replacement cost of an asset as the future
economic benefits of the asset are not primarily dependent on the asset’s ability to generate net cash inflows and
as the entity would, if deprived of the asset, replace its remaining future economic benefits.
An impairment loss is recognised if the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount.
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Impairment losses are recognised in expenses, unless the asset is carried at a revalued amount. When the asset is
measured at a revalued amount, the impairment loss is offset against the asset revaluation surplus of the relevant
class to the extent available.
An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying
amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been
recognised. A reversal of an impairment loss is recognised as income unless the asset is carried at a revalued
amount, in which case the reversal of the impairment loss is treated as a revaluation surplus increase.
i

Provisions

A provision is recognised if, as a result of a past event, the Corporation has a present legal or constructive
obligation that can be estimated reliably and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be required to
settle the obligation. Provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate
that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the liability. The
unwinding of the discount is recognised as finance costs.
j
i

Leases
Determining whether an arrangement contains a lease

At inception of an arrangement, the Corporation determines whether the arrangement is or contains a lease.
At inception or on reassessment of an arrangement that contains a lease, the Corporation separates payments and
other consideration required by the arrangement into those for the lease and those for other elements on the basis
of their relative fair values. If the Corporation concludes for a finance lease that it is impracticable to separate the
payments reliably, an asset and a liability are recognised at an amount equal to the fair value of the underlying
asset. Subsequently the liability is reduced as payments are made and an imputed finance cost on the liability is
recognised using the Corporation’s incremental borrowing rate.
ii

Leased assets

Assets held by the Corporation under leases which transfer to the Corporation substantially all of the risks and
rewards of ownership are classified as finance leases. The leased assets are measured at an amount equal to the
lower of their fair value and the present value of the minimum lease payments. Subsequent to initial recognition,
the assets are accounted for in accordance with the accounting policy applicable to that asset.
Assets held under other leases are classified as operating leases and are not recognised in the Corporation’s
statement of financial position.
iii

Lease payments

Payments made under operating leases are recognised in expenses on a straight-line basis over the term of the
lease. Lease incentives received are recognised as an integral part of the total lease expense, over the term of the
lease.
Minimum lease payments made under finance leases are apportioned between the finance costs and the reduction
of the outstanding liability. The finance costs are allocated to each period during the lease term so as to produce a
constant periodic rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability.
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Economic dependency and going concern

The financial report has been prepared on a going concern basis, which contemplates continuity of normal
business activities and the realisation of assets and settlement of liabilities in the ordinary course of business.
At 30 June 2014, current liabilities amounted to $1,407,249 (2013: $1,338,322) and current assets amounted to
$1,131,063 (2013: $1,171,729) leaving a shortfall in working capital of $276,186 (2013: $166,593).
As at 30 June 2014, the Corporation had total assets of $2,009,738 (2013: $2,159,133) and total liabilities of
$1,429,651 (2013: $1,357,002) such that total assets exceeded total liabilities by $580,087(2013: $802,131).
Therefore, the Corporation had sufficient assets, although not in a liquid form, to cover the shortfall in working
capital should no other alternative be available. However, any solution involving the sale of property, plant and
equipment would be subject to restrictions which apply to the sale of assets purchased with grant funds and would
reduce or curtail existing operations.
The majority of the shortfall in the Corporation’s working capital arose some years ago. Because the Corporation
is a not-for-profit entity and the majority of its revenue is derived from grants which must be expended on specific
future projects, there is little opportunity for the Corporation to remedy its working capital shortfall. In the
circumstances, the Corporation is able to meet its debts as and when they are payable out of grant funds for these
future projects.
Accordingly the ability of the Corporation to continue its operations at current levels and continue as a going
concern is dependent upon future ongoing funding and support being provided by government funding bodies.
Such funding and support from the Department of Prime Minister & Cabinet (PM&C), the Corporation’s main
funding provider, has been secured at least until the year ending 30 June 2015. PM&C has advised that there is no
reason to expect funding will not continue after this date. Therefore, the directors are confident that the
Corporation will continue as a going concern for the foreseeable future.

5.
a

Revenue
Revenue from government sources

Grants received
FaHCSIA / PM&C
Unexpended grant balances at 1 July
Unexpended grant balances at 30 June

b

Revenue from non-government sources

Recoverable income
Reimbursements received – State land dealings

2014
$

2013
$

5,448,500
394,764
(192,051)

5,373,789
304,783
(394,764)

5,651,213

5,283,808

398,526
301,655

253,854
320,231

700,181

574,085
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2014
$

2013
$

2,553,899
333,673
639,721
36,575
12,396
125,342

2,122,129
275,176
548,131
11,543
13,148
117,335

3,701,606

3,087,462

143,554
142,787
1,377,149
231,869
728,306

122,848
138,529
1,502,552
193,142
803,054

2,623,665

2,760,125

65,284
88,209
105,547

58,052
72,495
98,564

259,040

229,111

Bank balances
Cash on hand

801,632
1,200

1,042,103
1,200

Cash and cash equivalents in the statement of cash flows

802,832

1,043,303

Trade receivables
Less: Allowance for impairment losses

209,828
-

80,591
-

GST receivable

209,828
72,250

80,591
-

282,078

80,591

6.

Expenses

Employee expenses
Wages and salaries
Superannuation
Leave and other entitlements
Staff professional development
Fringe benefits tax
Other employee expenses
Supplier expenses
Motor vehicle expenses
Rent and occupancy costs
Service expenses
Supplies
Travel expenses
Depreciation and amortisation
Leasehold improvements
Plant and equipment
Motor vehicles

7.

Cash and cash equivalents

8.
Trade and other receivables
Current

Information about the Corporation’s exposure to credit and currency risk and impairment losses related to trade
and other receivables is disclosed in Note 11.
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Property, plant and equipment

Leasehold
improvements

$

18

Plant and
equipment

Motor
vehicles

$

Total

$

$

Gross
Balance at 1 July 2012
Additions
Disposals
Balance at 30 June 2013

532,031
532,031

276,938
35,856
312,794

468,914
81,819
(23,000)
527,733

1,277,883
117,675
(23,000)
1,372,558

Balance at 1 July 2013
Additions
Disposals
Balance at 30 June 2014

532,031
35,468
567,499

312,794
132,201
(56,148)
388,847

527,733
527,733

1,372,558
167,669
(56,148)
1,484,079

Depreciation and impairment
Balance at 1 July 2012
Depreciation for the year
Disposals
Balance at 30 June 2013

58,052
58,052
116,104

64,938
72,495
137,433

40,892
98,564
(7,839)
131,617

163,882
229,111
(7,839)
385,154

Balance at 1 July 2013
Depreciation for the year
Disposals
Balance at 30 June 2014

116,104
65,284
181,388

137,433
88,209
(38,790)
186,852

131,617
105,547
237,164

385,154
259,040
(38,790)
605,404

473,979
415,927
386,111

212,000
175,361
201,995

428,022
396,116
290,569

1,114,001
987,404
878,675

363,032

-

-

363,032

Carrying amounts
At 1 July 2012
At 30 June 2013
At 30 June 2014
Carrying amount under the cost
model

10. Fair value measurements
Recognised fair value measurements

The Corporation measures and recognises the following assets at fair value on a recurring basis:
Property, plant and equipment
• Leasehold improvements;
• Plant and equipment; and
• Motor vehicles.
The Corporation's valuation policies and procedures are set by the Board along with the CEO and Finance
Manager. They are reviewed annually taking into consideration an analysis of movements in fair value and other
relevant information. The Corporation's current policy for the valuation of property, plant and equipment
(recurring fair value measurements) is set out in note 4f.
The Corporation does not measure any liabilities at fair value on a recurring basis.
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The Corporation has assets which are not measured at fair value, but for which fair values are disclosed in other
notes.
The carrying amounts of trade receivables and trade payables are assumed to approximate their fair values due to
their short-term nature (level 2).
In accordance with AASB 13, fair value measurements are categorised on the following basis:
• Fair value based on quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (level 1)
• Fair value based on inputs that are directly or indirectly observable for the asset or liability (level 2)
• Fair value based on unobservable inputs for the asset and liability (level 3)
The table below categorises fair value measurements as level 3 in accordance with AASB 13. The Corporation
does not have any assets or liabilities measured at fair value which meet the criteria for categorisation as level 1 or
level 2.
The fair values of the assets are determined using valuation techniques which maximise the use of observable data,
where it is available, and minimise the use of entity specific estimates. If all significant inputs required to fair value
an asset are observable, the asset is included in level 2. If one or more of the significant inputs is not based on
observable market data, the asset is included in level 3. This is the case for the Corporation’s assets carried at fair
value. These assets are valued using a combination of observable and unobservable inputs.
The following table presents the Corporation's assets measured and recognised at fair value at 30 June 2014.
Comparative information has not been provided as allowed by the transitional provisions of AASB 13 Fair Value
Measurement.
At 30 June 2014
Recurring fair value
Leasehold improvements
Plant and equipment
Motor vehicles

Level 3
2014
$
386,111
201,995
290,569
878,675

There were no transfers between levels during the year.
The Corporation's policy is to recognise transfers in and out of the fair value hierarchy levels as at the end of the
reporting period.
Valuation techniques used to derive fair values for level 3 valuations

The Corporation adopted AASB13 Fair Value Measurement for the first time this financial year and has reviewed
each valuation to ensure compliance with the requirements of the new standard. There have been no changes in
valuation techniques as a result of the review.
The most recent comprehensive valuation of property, plant and equipment was carried out as at 30 June 2011.
The valuation was conducted by Mr John Law of Quaid Auctioneers, a registered, independent appraiser having
an appropriate recognised qualification and recent experience in the location and category of the property being
valued. Fair values were determined on the basis of market value.
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Leasehold improvement assets were acquired after this comprehensive valuation, in arm’s length transactions
predominantly on 1 July 2011, but most recently as 30 June 2014. Accordingly, the Corporation has adopted these
values, i.e. purchase costs less accumulated amortisation, as indicative of fair value.
Data available from Automated Data Services Pty Ltd (RedBook) was considered for motor vehicle assets.
RedBook is the pre-eminent provider of car prices, values, vehicle identification and pricing information in
Australia and the Asia Pacific region. The valuation and pricing guides available on RedBook are generally state
capital city based and indexing is required to account for regional location factors.
Using the information outlined above, and using a combination of observable and unobservable inputs, the
Corporation is satisfied that property, plant and equipment fair values at 30 June 2014 are appropriately stated.
Sensitivity of valuation to unobservable inputs

While some of the inputs used to determine the assets’ fair value can be supported by market evidence (level 2),
the estimates of residual value, useful life, pattern of consumption and asset condition are unobservable inputs
(level 3). Where these other inputs are significant to the valuation, the overall valuation has been classified as level
3. The most significant unobservable input is the asset's condition rating. This input ranges from 0% - 100%
among the different assets. The relationship this input has to the fair value of the assets is the following: the higher
the condition rating, the higher the fair value of the asset.

11. Financial instruments – fair values and risk management
a
Accounting classifications and fair values

The fair values of financial assets and liabilities approximate the carrying amounts shown in the statement of
financial position.
b

Financial risk management

The Corporation has exposure to the following risks from its use of financial instruments:
• credit risk;
• liquidity risk; and
• market risk.
i

Risk management framework

The Board of Directors has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the risk management
framework.
ii

Credit risk

Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Corporation if a customer or counterparty to a financial instrument
fails to meet its contractual obligations, and arises principally from the Corporation’s receivables from customers.
The Corporation does not regularly trade with or have customers, instead amounts shown in trade and other
receivables comprise timing differences between expenditures and receipt of reimbursements.
The carrying amount of financial assets represents the maximum credit exposure. The Corporation’s maximum
exposure to credit risk at the reporting date was as follows:
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2014
$
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables

2013
$

802,832
282,078

1,043,303
80,591

1,084,910

1,123,894

Trade and other receivables

The Corporation’s exposure to credit risk is influenced mainly by the individual characteristics of each customer.
Approximately 89% (2013: 91%) of the Corporation’s revenue is attributable to Government funding.
The Corporation does not require collateral in respect of trade and other receivables.
The Corporation establishes an allowance for impairment that represents its estimate of incurred losses in respect
of trade and other receivables. This allowance is a specific loss allowance that relates to individually significant
exposures. At 30 June 2014, the allowance was nil (2013: nil).
Impairment

At the reporting date, the aging of trade receivables
that were not impaired was as follows:
Neither past due nor impaired
Past due 1-30 days
Past due 31-90 days
Past due 91-120 days

119,529
12,216
18,224
59,859

53,299
27,292
-

209,828

80,591

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents held by the Corporation at reporting date are held with Australian financial institutions
with credit ratings of AA- or higher.
iii

Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Corporation will encounter difficulty in meeting its financial obligations associated
with its financial liabilities that are settled by delivering cash or another financial asset. The Corporation’s
approach to managing liquidity is to ensure, as far as possible, that it will have sufficient liquidity to meet its
liabilities when they are due, under both normal and stressed conditions, without incurring unacceptable losses or
risking damage to the Corporation’s reputation.
The Corporation aims to maintain the level of its cash and cash equivalents at an amount in excess of expected
cash outflows on financial liabilities over the next 60 days. This excludes the potential impact of extreme
circumstances that cannot reasonably be predicted, such as natural disasters.
In addition, the Corporation maintains the following lines of credit:
•

An unused credit card facility of $75,000 exists at 30 June 2014 (2013: $20,000).
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Exposure to liquidity risk

The following are the remaining contractual maturities of financial liabilities at reporting date. The amounts are
gross and undiscounted, and include estimated interest payments and excluding the impact of netting agreements:
Carrying
amount

2014

Contractual
cash flow

6 months
or less

1,215,19
8
1,215,19
8

1,215,19
8
1,215,19
8

1,215,19
8
1,215,19
8

943,558
943,558

943,558
943,558

943,558
943,558

$

Trade and other payables
- Suppliers and employees

$

$

6-12
months

1-2 years

$

More than
5 years

2-5 years

$

$

$

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2013
Trade and other payables
- Suppliers and employees

It is not expected that the cash flows included in the maturity analysis could occur significantly earlier, or at
significantly different amounts.
iv

Market risk

Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as interest rates will affect the Corporation’s income.
The objective of market risk management is to manage and control market risk exposures within acceptable
parameters, while optimising the return.
Currency risk

The Corporation is not exposed to foreign currency risk on sales, purchases and borrowings.
Interest rate risk

Due to the industry in which the Corporation operates and its historically low debt levels, the Corporation has
minimal exposure to interest rate risk. The Corporation’s policy is that any borrowings are to be minimal.
Exposure to interest rate risk

The interest rate profile of the Corporation’s interest-bearing
financial instruments as reported to management is as follows:
Fixed rate instruments
Financial assets
Financial liabilities

Variable rate instruments
Financial assets
Financial liabilities

2014

2013

$

$

-

-

-

-

801,632
-

1,042,103
-

801,632

1,042,103
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Fair value sensitivity analysis for fixed-rate instruments

The Corporation does not account for any fixed-rate financial assets or financial liabilities at fair value through
profit or loss. Therefore, a change in interest rates at the reporting date would not affect net surplus.
Cash flow sensitivity analysis for variable-rate instruments

A reasonably possible change of 100 basis points in interest rates at the reporting date would have increased
(decreased) equity and net surplus by the amounts shown below. This analysis assumes that all other variables
remain constant.
Net carrying
amount

$

2014

Income or expenses

Equity

100bp increase

100bp decrease

100bp increase

100bp decrease

$

$

$

$

Variable rate bank deposits

801,632

8,016

(8,016)

8,016

(8,016)

Cash flow sensitivity (net)

801,632

8,016

(8,016)

8,016

(8,016)

Variable rate bank deposits

1,042,103

10,421

(10,421)

10,421

(10,421)

Cash flow sensitivity (net)

1,042,103

10,421

(10,421)

10,421

(10,421)

2013

12.

Trade and other payables

Trade creditors
Accruals
PAYG payable
GST payable
Salaries and wages accrued
Liability for annual leave
Liability for sick leave
Liability for long service leave
Liability for TOIL

Grant funds unexpended, repayable or in advance

2014

2013

$

$

403,829
79,728
38,894
80,000
208,600
211,029
104,510
88,608

286,740
25,098
26,356
67,987
70,000
165,343
146,965
101,415
53,654

1,215,198
192,051

943,558
394,764

1,407,249

1,338,322

Information about the Corporation’s exposure to liquidity risk is included in Note 11.
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Employee benefits
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2014
$

2013
$

Non-current
Provision for long service leave

22,402

18,680

Balance at 1 July
Provisions made during the year

18,680
3,722

18,615
65

Balance at 30 June

22,402

18,680

Long service leave

The provision for long service leave represents the Corporation’s best estimate of the future benefit that
employees have earned. The amount and timing of the associated outflows is uncertain and dependant on
employees attaining the required years of services. Where the Corporation no longer has the ability to defer
settlement of the obligation beyond 12 months from the reporting date, liabilities are presented as current. This
would usually occur when employees are expected to reach the required years of service in the 12 months from
reporting date.
Superannuation

The Corporation makes contributions to defined contribution plans. The amount recognised as an expense was
$333,673 for the year ended 30 June 2014 (2013: $275,176).
14.
a

Operating leases
Leases as lessee

The Corporation leases its Cairns office from Cape York Building Pty Ltd under an operating lease. The lease
runs for a period of five years, expiring on 31 March 2015, with an option to renew the lease after that date for a
further five years. Lease payments are increased every year to reflect market rentals.
The Corporation leases its Cooktown office from Gungarde Community Centre Aboriginal Corporation under an
operating lease. The lease runs for a period of twelve months, expiring on 31 October 2014, with an option to
renew the lease after that date for a further twelve months.
The Corporation leases two photocopiers from Canon Finance under an operating lease. The lease runs for a
period of five years, expiring on 31 March 2018, with an option to renew the lease after that date for a further five
years.
None of the leases include contingent rentals.
At reporting date, the future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable leases were payable as follows:
Less than one year
Between one and five years
More than five years

94,476
19,433
-

107,067
101,500
-

113,909

208,567

During the year ended 30 June 2014, $133,357 was recognised as an expense in respect of operating leases (2013:
$119,420).
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Capital and reserves
Revaluation reserve

The revaluation reserve relates to the revaluation of property, plant and equipment.

Movements in the asset revaluation reserve were as follows:
Balance at 1 July
Net adjustment to non-current assets at end of period
to reflect change in current fair value:
Plant and equipment
Motor vehicles
Balance at 30 June

2014
$

2013
$

394,622

394,622

-

-

-

-

394,622

394,622

139,583
255,039

139,583
255,039

394,622

394,622

Asset revaluation analysis
The closing balance of the asset revaluation reserve comprises
the following asset categories:
Plant and equipment
Motor vehicles

16. Capital management

The Corporation’s policy is to maintain a strong capital base so as to maintain creditor and funding body
confidence and to sustain future development of the business. Capital consists of retained surpluses and reserves.
Management monitors the Corporation’s operating surplus and cash flows.
The Corporation’s net debt to equity ratio at the reporting date was as follows:
Total liabilities
Less: Cash and cash equivalents

1,429,651
802,832

1,357,002
1,043,303

Net debt

626,819

313,699

Total equity

580,087

802,131

1.08

0.39

Net debt to equity ratio at 30 June

There were no changes in the Corporation’s approach to capital management during the year.
The Corporation is not subject to externally imposed capital requirements.
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Reconciliation of cash flows from operating activities
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2014
$

2013
$

Net deficit for the year

(222,044)

(169,893)

Adjustments for:
Depreciation
(Gain)/loss on sale of property, plant and equipment

259,044
17,358

229,111
(4,719)

54,354

54,499

(201,487)
1,682
68,958
3,722

219,626
(28,505)
22,657
65

(72,771)

268,342

Operating surplus before changes in working capital and provisions
Change in trade and other receivables
Change in prepayments
Change in trade and other payables
Change in provisions and employee benefits
Net cash from / (used in) operating activities

18. Related parties
Transactions with key management personnel
i
Loans to directors

No loans have been made to directors during the year ended 30 June 2014 (2013: nil).
ii

Key management personnel compensation

The key management personnel compensation comprised the following:
Short-term employee benefits
Long-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits
Termination benefits

584,328
14,705
64,740
6,252

555,649
68,502
53,964

670,025

678,115

Compensation of the Corporation’s key management personnel includes salaries, non-cash benefits and
contributions to a post-employment defined contribution plan.
iii

Loans to key management personnel

No loans have been made to key management personnel during the year ended 30 June 2014 (2013: nil).
iv

Key management personnel and director transactions

A number of key management personnel, or their related parties, hold positions in other entities that result in
them having control or significant influence over these entities.
A number of these entities transacted with the Corporation during the year. The terms and conditions of the
transactions were no more favourable than those available, or which might reasonably be expected to be available,
in similar transactions with non-key management personnel related entities on an arm’s length basis.
Balkanu Cape York Development Corporation Pty Ltd – Gerhardt Pearson, Toby Accoom and Richard
Tarpencha were directors during the financial year.
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Cape York Corporation Pty Ltd as trustee for the Cape York Aboriginal Charitable Trust – Gerhardt Pearson and
Richard Ah Mat were directors during the financial year. Cape York Corporation Pty Ltd as trustee for the Cape
York Aboriginal Charitable Trust owns 100% of the shares of the following entities:
• Cape York O-Hub Pty Ltd
• Cape York Building Pty Ltd as trustee for the Cape York Building Unit Trust
• Balkanu Cape York Development Corporation Pty Ltd
• Adai Cape York Investments Pty Ltd
• Cape York Digital Network Pty Ltd
Cape York Institute – Richard Ah Mat was a director during the financial year.
Cape York O-Hub Pty Ltd – Richard Ah Mat was a director during the financial year.
Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC – Brian Cobus was chairperson during the financial year.
Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation – Doreen Jones was a director during the financial year.
Northern Peninsula Area Regional Council – Bernard Charlie was mayor during the financial year.
Pormpuraaw Aboriginal Shire Council – Richard Tarpencha was mayor during the financial year.
The aggregate value of transactions and outstanding balances relating to key management personnel and entities
over which they have control or significant influence were as follows:
Transactions during the
financial year
Income
Expenses

2014
Balkanu Cape York Development
Corporation Pty Ltd
Cape York Institute
Cape York O-Hub Pty Ltd
Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal Corporation
Northern Peninsula Area Regional Council
Pormpuraaw Aboriginal Shire Council

$

$

Balance at the end of the
financial year
Debtors
Creditors

$

$

336,481
13,623
127,158
-

37,092
13,200
9,274
1,721
3,220

53,388
2,760
97,867
-

3,675
299
400

351,989

22,926

42,769

83

229
21,298
48,328
-

30,632
36,945
9,274
3,638
1,432
4,488

-

9,274
-

2013
Balkanu Cape York Development
Corporation Pty Ltd
Cape York Corporation Pty Ltd as trustee
for Cape York Aboriginal Charitable Trust
Cape York Institute
Cape York O-Hub Pty Ltd
Hope Vale Congress Aboriginal Corporation
Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation
Northern Peninsula Area Regional Council
Pormpuraaw Aboriginal Shire Council
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Audit services

Audit of financial statements – Grant Thornton
Audit of financial statements – KPMG

Other services

Other assurance services – Grant Thornton
Other assurance services – KPMG
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2014
$

2013
$

3,004
20,996

24,205

24,000

24,205

1,340
6,845

16,113

8,185

16,113
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Directors’ declaration

In the opinion of the directors of Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation (the “Corporation”):
a

b

the financial statements and notes are in accordance with the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander)
Regulations 2007, including:
i

giving a true and fair view of the Corporation’s financial position as at 30 June 2014 and of its
performance for the financial year ended on that date; and

ii

complying with Australian Accounting Standards and the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander) Regulations 2007 and any applicable determinations made by the Registrar of Aboriginal
Corporations under Division 336 of the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006; and

there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Corporation will be able to pay its debts as and when they
become due and payable.

Signed in accordance with a resolution of the directors:

______________________________
Director

Dated the 30 day of September 2014
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Independent auditor’s report
Cairns Corporate Tower
15 Lake Street
Cairns QLD 4870
Correspondence to:
PO Box 7200
Cairns QLD 4870

Independent auditor’s report to the members of
Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation

T +61 7 4046 8888
F +61 7 4051 0116
E info.cairns@au.gt.com
W www.grantthornton.com.au

We have audited the accompanying financial report of Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation (the
“Corporation”), which comprises the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2014, and the statement of
comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, notes
comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information and the directors’
declaration.
Directors’ responsibility for the financial report

The directors of the Corporation are responsible for the preparation of the financial report that gives a true and
fair view in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander) Act 2006 and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of
the financial report that gives a true and fair view and is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
Auditor’s responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with relevant ethical
requirements relating to audit engagements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial report is free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial report. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks
of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments,
the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation of the financial report that gives a true
and fair view in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the directors,
as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial report.

Grant Thornton Audit Pty Ltd ACN 130 913 594
a subsidiary or related entity of Grant Thornton Australia Ltd ABN 41 127 556 389
‘Grant Thornton’ refers to the brand under which the Grant Thornton member firms provide assurance, tax and advisory services to their clients and/or refers to one or more member firms, as the context requires.
Grant Thornton Australia Ltd is a member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd (GTIL). GTIL and the member firms are not a worldwide partnership. GTIL and each member firm is a separate legal entity. Services
are delivered by the member firms. GTIL does not provide services to clients. GTIL and its member firms are not agents of, and do not obligate one another and are not liable for one another’s acts or omissions. In
the Australian context only, the use of the term ‘Grant Thornton’ may refer to Grant Thornton Australia Limited ABN 41 127 556 389 and its Australian subsidiaries and related entities. GTIL is not an Australian
related entity to Grant Thornton Australia Limited.

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. Liability is limited in those States where a current scheme applies.
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We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit
opinion.

Independence

In conducting our audit, we have complied with the independence requirements of the Corporations (Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006.
Auditor’s opinion

In our opinion, the financial report of Cape York Land Council Aboriginal Corporation is in accordance with the
Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006, including:
a

giving a true and fair view of the Corporation’s financial position as at 30 June 2014 and of its performance
for the year ended on that date; and

b

complying with Australian Accounting Standards and the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander)
Regulations 2007 and any applicable determinations made by the Registrar of Aboriginal Corporations under
Division 336 of the Act.

GRANT THORNTON AUDIT PTY LTD
Chartered Accountants

Graham Coonan
Partner – Audit & Assurance
Cairns, 30-9-2014
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